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ABSTRACT 

The purpose of this research has been to investigate the cur

rent situation of selected women in administrative positions in 

community colleges. This study proposed: (1) to develop a profile of 

selected women in community college administration positions in the 

United States community colleges to identify the kind of women who 

aspire to and succeed in community college administration; (2) to 

determine areas in which these selected women feel they need more train

ing in order to advance or maintain a position in community college 

administration; (3) to examine the problems and rewards that these 

selected women find in their careers in community college administra

tion; and (4) to determine how these selected women feel about them

selves as women and administrators. 

The population for this study were women chosen for the Leaders 

for the 80's Professional Development Project sponsored by the American 

Association of Women in Community and Junior Colleges and the Lea~e 

for Innovation in the Community College. From this group of 309 women, 

228 responded to the Women in Community College Administrative Posi

tions Questionnaire. 

The data were ag~egated from the usable questionnaires and 

analyzed by frequency distribution with percents to report findings. 

The study showed this national sample of women either in edu

cational administration or slated for administration represented a new 

x 
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generation of female educational administrators. Many have been hired 

since the advent of affirMative action policies and antidiscrimination 

laws went into effect. These women, women in most professions, have 

made progress in the last decade. Unquestionably, there are many 

reasons for this progress, including the existence of affirmative action 

legislation, the resurgence of the women's movement, and growing aware

ness levels on the part of wo~en, both collectively and individually, 

of their own potential, capabilities and aspirations. If the progress 

for women in educational administration is to continue, they must look 

first to themselves, through their influenc~, determination, and com

petency. This study has shown that these selected women are very 

traditional and conventional in both their personal and professional 

lives. 



CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

Background 

The role of women in our society is changing. The reduction of 

legal and social barriers to women's achieving more diversified and 

influential roles coupled with pervasive societal changes affecting 

their traditional status form the background of this phenomenon. In 

1963, the Equal Pay Act had amended the Fair Labor standards Act in an 

attempt to bring Blacks on a par with Whites in employment, but any 

employer who chose to discriminate could still find huge loopholes that 

permitted prejudicial hiring. The new "equal opportunity" bill, now 

known as Title VII of the 1964 Civil Ri~hts Act, was formulated to rec

tify this situation. Not everyone saw equal employment opportunity for 

Blacks as an ideal to be supported, however, and opponents planned to 

make the bill appear ludicrous by also providing that employers not be 

allowed to discriminate by sex (Co1wi1l, 1982). 

The House of Representatives broke into laughter, and the media 

loved the j~ke: editorial columns and feature articles fantasized about 

male bunnies and female construction workers (Wolwill, 1982, p. 4). 

However, not everyone was laughing, and acceptance of Title VII, the 

sarcastic accident, is now history. There are four specific, major 

federal regulations which are the key laws and executive orders which 

prohibit sex biased discrimination: 

1 



1. Equal Employment Opportunity Act of 1973--TITLE VII; 

2. Equal Pay Act of 1963; as amended 1972; 

3. Executive Orders 11246 and 11357; 

4. Education Amendments of 1972, 1974--TITLE IX (A Grievance 

Handbook for Women Educators 1977). 

The Equal Employment Opportunity Commission (EEOC) was formed 

2 

to enforce Title VII~ but it soon became apparent that the EEOC did not 

intend to extend its efforts to policing sex discrimination. Newspapers 

continued to advertise jobs by gender, and the EEOC would not interfere. 

However, professional women had been mobilized to fight for Title VII, 

and many of them united under the umbrella of the National Organization 

for Women (NOW). They demonstrated, marched, lobbied, and fought in the 

courts under formal structure and strong leadership. From NOW grew the 

Women's Equity Action League (WEAL), which has concentrated on sex ine

qualities in the legal system and has been responsible for a large 

number of legal reforms (Snyder, 1979). 

America is experiencing social change. Inflation is forcing 

employment on both adult members of many families; more female heads of 

families are emerging; and women are questioning the gaps between male 

and female salaries, privileges, and job opportunities. Effective birth 

control has resulted in smaller families, and women are having their 

children later in life and are living longer. These changes mean that 

women are being employed in greater numbers than ever before. The 

family is changing; the workplace is changing; and the ensuing political. 

social, and economic climate will require organizations to keep pace. 



Traditional sex roles in this society have centered aroung the 

division of labor in the family. These roles prescribed behavior re

gardless of marital status and age, but they were most centrally con

cerned with the gender-based specializations of breadwinner versus 

homemaker. This division of labor has often been justified by beliefs 

about innate sex differences and childrens' needs, and in turn may have 

justified differential opportunities and rights for the sexes outside 

of the home (Blake, 1972). In part, this division has been generally 

accepted in the past in part because its perceived benefits to both 

women and men have generally outweighed its costs. To the extent that 

social conditions are now either decreasing these benefits for women or 

are undermining the beliefs rationalizing the traditional sex-role 

arrangement, support for these arrangements should decline. 

3 

The growth of the women's movement since the mid-196os has led 

to an interest in women's attitudes and life goal orientations. The 

extent and nature of attitudinal change among women not only can provide 

clues about the relationship of a new social movement to the population 

it attempts to represent and influence, but also can suggest the like

lihood of future change in the status and roles of the sexes (Mason, 

Czajka and Arber, 1976). Although attitudes may fail to influence in

dividual behavior in many instances, marked attitudinal shifts in the 

population at large are likely to produce socio-political climates con

ducive to structural change. The national polls already provide 

evidence that women's outlooks toward the rights and obligations of 

the sexes have recently shifted (Roper, 1974). 
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Women's life goals, according to Austin (1979), changed dramati

cally between 1969 and 1979. In his study, he cites changes in state

ments about the following life goals: "I want to be an authority in my 

field," from 54% to 71%; "I want to obtain recognition from my peers," 

from 3% to ~; "I want to be well off financially," from 32% to 5?%; 

"I want to make theoretical contributions to science," from 6% to 11%. 

There have also been changes in the other direction: "I want to go to 

college to develop a philosophy of life," from 86% to 5%; "My objec

tive is to raise a family," from 78% to 6%. The percentages are now 

closer to men's responses than they were ten years ago. 

Safilios-Rothschild (1975) describes three major types of change 

that have significantly affected women's options: 

1. Major shifts in political ideologies that entail social equity 

as a basic principal, and that specifically spell out equality between 

men and women. 

2. Major ideological changes expressed through social movements 

such as the Women's Liberation Movement. 

3. Crises, especially those creating manpower shortages, such as 

wars, nationalist uprising, revolutions and guerrilla warfare. 

Because of attitudes and life goal changes, as well as new 

legislation, women have more choices respecting families, schooling and 

employment. Labor participation rates for females will in all likeli

hood continue to rise for the following reasons: more single women, 

more working couples, smaller families with fewer demands at home, in

flation, and increased opportunities for women to use their skills in 

the work force. Both opportunities and aspirations will probably 
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increase as effects of equal rights legislation, the predicted decline 

in hgih school graduates affecting both college enrollment and the 

demand for skilled workers, female role models becoming more widely 

visible, and the collective consciousness of the nation growing in its 

acceptance of women as leaders (Austin, 1979). 

Although the eighties present a more positive picture, there is 

much that must be done to ensure competent women in the workplace. Most 

of the approximately 31,000 women who received doctorates from 1950 

through 1970 would now be between the ages of 37 and 57. If this figure 

is corrected for about 300 deaths and for a certain proportion who 

never worked (about 400), there are approximately 30,000 women doctor-

ates in the identified age span who are presumably employed or seeking 

employment. This is a meager supply when compared to about 244,000 men 

who received a doctorate between 1950 and 1970 (Furniss and Graham, 

1974, p. 97). It does illustrate the need for more systematic efforts 

to increase the participation of women in professional activities and 

also demonstrates a need for more women to obtain advanced training. 

As Lublin (1982) stated, the times are indeed changing, but not 

always in the best interest of women administrators. 

In August 1982, 175,000 female managers and administrators 
were out of work in the U.S., the most ever. Their 4.9 per
cent jobless rate was well above the 3.5 percent recorded in 
1980 during the last downturn. But while the unemployment rate 
among women managers fell slightly in October to 4.7 percent 
and was still far below the 10.4 percent national average for 
the entire labor force, it exceeded the 3.6 percent unemploy
ment rate for all managers. 

Women seem more likely than men to fall victim to cutbacks 
because they lack seniority or they hold managerial positions 
in vulnerable support functions, such as personnel, marketing, 
finance and public relations. More female executives also are 
losing their jobs this year than in past recessions because 



their ranks were slimmer then. The number of women employed 
as managers has nearly doubled since 1975 to about 3.2 mil
lion. And companies used to be "less prone to fire women 
because they were afraid of problems arising," such as govern
ment sex-bias suits, says James Challenger, who heads a 
Chicago counseling firm that helps dismissed managers (Lublin, 
1982, p. 35). 

Even given facts like this, women are still in management posi-

tions in record numbers. Sociologists, political scientists, and 

economists could argue forever about the causal direction of social 

change over the past two decades. Although effective birth control is 

6 

usually hailed as the most important factor enabling women in large 

numbers to enter full-time employment, one could argue equally persua-

sively that effective birth control was necessary for the first time in 

history because many many women were choosing a lifestyle that included 

permanent employment. The means for effective birth control have been 

with us for decades, but church and state laws prevent d dispensing not 

only birth control devices, but even birth control information. Women 

in the workplace may well have been the force that moderated these laws 

and spurred on the technology. It is impossible to isolate a single 

causal factor, a host of factors interacted in complex ways. But 

whatever the reasons, sex-role liberation has arrived, and it bears 

none of the earmarks of a passing fad. 

Social and economic trends generally have supported and accel-

erated women's entry into the career market. A woman in America today 

can expect to work 20 to 25 years of her life (Janney, 1975). Twenty-

eight percent of females in America in 1979 were the sole wage-earner 

in their households (Information Please Almanac, 1982). If a woman 

marries, she may not leave the career market because 4~ of the 
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marriages in America currently end in divorce (Bureau of the Census, 

1980). Eight million children under the age of 18 are being cared for 

by single women (Bureau of the Census, 1980)0 However, the new symmetry 

in the family~ and the new social trends for liberating the female have 

not been supported by career opportunities in the administration of 

education. There is in this field, as in others, "a distinct cultural 

lag" (Palmieri and Shakeshaft, 1976). 

Kagan (1964) suggested that society should consider relaxing 

rigid sex-role dichotomies, making the point that "the desire to behave 

in accordance with sex role standards extends far beyond an interest in 

sports fo~ boys and cooking for girls. • • • IItl touches many im-

portant domains of behavior, including school work, sexual behavior and 

vocational choice •••• " (Kagan, 1964, p. 162). He suggested 

• • • that unnecessary conflicts are generated because of 
anxiety over deviation from sex role standards. Once learned, 
these standards are not easily altered. But they are modi
fiable during the early school years and society should perhaps 
consider the desirability of initiating changes in selected 
aspects of our current sex role standards (Kagan, 1964, p. 163). 

Closely akin to Kagan's idea is the recommendation by Bernard 
~, 

(1971) that sex-typing in occupations be totally eliminated. She main-

tained that it is in the public interest that job choices be based on 

individual talents rather than on sex. 

If sexual equity is to be achieved, the institutional environ-

ment must necessitate the acceptance of women as equal. If the advice 

by Kagan and Bernard were acted upon, it could lead to a reduction in 

the "motive to avoid success" described by Horner (1969). 

In its attempt to end discrimination against women, the American 

Association of Unive~sity Women issued a set of guidelines in 1971 for 



students, faculty and administrators. The Association's concern is the 

development of constructive action plans to achieve sex equality in the 

academic community and to assist colleges and universities in avoiding 

lawsuits charging sex discrimination. 

The following nine objectives were included in the guidelines 

for faculty and administrators: 

1. Equity exists in salary, contract status and fringe bene
fits for men and women in the same job categories. 

2. Policies for recruitment, hiring, promotion and tenure are 
the same for men and women in all positions in the insti
tution, with open advertising and affirmative recruiting 
for all vacancies on faculty or administration. Consider
ation is given to correcting the imbalance of men and 
women on the staff, while maintaining standards for 
appointment on merit. 

3. Nepotism regulations have been eliminated and a written 
institutional policy has been developed to establish 
clear standards of appointment on merit. Policies and 
practices which proscribe the opportunity of members of 
an immediate family are recognized as contrary to the 
best interests of both the institution and the individual. 

4. A policy on maternity leave for all women on campus has 
been established, in life with other policies governing 
leave. Positions at the same or comparable level are 
available upon return from such leave. 

5. Women are appointed to all decision-making committees, 
all-institutional, faculty-staff senates or councils, 
departmental, college and special task forces in propor
tion to the percentage of women students enrolled. 

6. Precise definitions of part-time and full-time persons 
on the faculty and administrative staff have been de
veloped so that 

a. their professional status is clear 
b. regularly employed part-time employees receive 

professional benefits and are employed at ranks 
and salaries commensurate with full-time personnel. 

7. Men and women on the faculty and staff are given equal 
consideration in making assignments to teaching at all 
levels, research and administrative projects and writing 
of publications. 

8 



8. The number of women in top level administrative positions 
is in proportion to their representation on the staff 
and faculty. 

9. Number of women trustees is in proportion to the percen
tage of women in the student body (American Association 
of University Women 1971. p. 4). 

More research needs to be done to learn what kind of women seek 

an administrative career and how they succeed in that chosen endeavor. 

This study compiled a general profile of female administrators in com-

munity colleges in the United States today. It also identified the 

administrative skills and areas in their jobs in which they feel compe-

tent and incompetent, end finally clarified job related problems and 
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rewards. This study provides pertinent information for people concerned 

with the selection, training, guidance, and performance of capable 

women interested in advancing in management positions in community 

colleges. 

There are a vast number of women whose capabilities are either 

unknown or undeveloped. Moving upward in a community college system 

from a first-level job often proves to be exceedingly difficult for 

women. How can institutions best develop and utilize this potential? 

What education, skills, personal qualities, and behavioral attitudes are 

required for women to advance from first-level positions to middle 

administration and then possibly to top administrative positions? This 

study will help to answer these questions. It is hoped that the pro-

files, skills, and perceptions of the women in this study will help all 

who are concerned with the maximum development of women entering edu-

cational administration. 
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Statement of the Problem 

The purpose of this research has been to investigate the current 

situation of selected women in administrative positions in community 

colleges. This study proposed: (1) to develop a profile of selected 

women in community college administrations positions in the United States 

community colleges to identify the kind of women who aspire to and suc

ceed in community college administration; (2) to determine areas in which 

these selected women feel they need more training in order to advance 

or maintain a position in community college administration; (3) to ex

amine the problems and rewards that these selected women find in their 

careero in community college administration; and (4) to determine how 

these selected women feel about themselves as women and administrators. 

In order to address the purposes as stated above, it was neces

sary to answer the following questions: 

1. What is the general profile of women in community college 

administration today? 

2. In what areas do these selected women feel competent and in

competent in a management capacity? 

3. What are the jOb-related problems and rewards particular to 

women in community coll~ge administration? 

4. How do these selected women feel about themselves as adminis

trators and what role conflicts might they experience? 

Significance of the Problem 

A profile of top-level women administrators in positions in 

community colleges would ·serve to: (1) describe what obstacles confront 
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female administrators, what life style has been successful, and what 

qualities are needed; (2) indicate what the problem areas may be and 

suggest how to prepare for them (both on an individual basis and with a 

view toward training women to be administrators); (3) act as a role 

model to help counterbalance negative feedback from society to the 

woman who enters the "male" area of administration; and (4) give coun

selors a realistic guide in helping the client appraise her strengths 

in relation to the proposed vocation of administration. 

Women in educational administrative positions are becoming more 

prevalent. In some cases, it is a mutually beneficial situation for 

both the college and for the women, but in other cases, it is not. 

Perhaps motivated by legislative efforts and the women's movement, many 

colleges have found within their ranks some very co~etent, self

confident, achievement-oriented women. Other colleges, of course, were 

not as fortunate. When these colleges promoted or hired women, they 

found that they had placed these women in positions for which they were 

emotionally or professionally unprepared (Crawford, 1977). 

Traditional male/female role expectations must be dispelled if 

women are to be accepted as professional peers or superiors (Schwartz 

and Rago, 1973). Unconsciously, personnel decisions are often made on 

traditional male and female bases. Studies done by Schein (1972) and 

Cecil, Olins and Paul (1973) show that characteristics ascribed to male 

populations were considerably different from those ascribed to the fe

male population. They were all consistent with societal stereotypes of 

the achieving competent, aggressive male and the nurturing, warm, 

expressive female. 
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The problem with this dichotomy is that personnel people connect 

the male sex-role stereotype with managerial roles (O'Leary, 1974). 

Houston (1974) claims this occupational stereotyping of managerial 

positions hampers women when they attempt to climb the managerial lad

der. If women are going to advance in management, it is necessary then 

to understand what is happening and how they can proceed in the future 

(Naier, 1973). It is important, therefore, to make women aware of how 

social conditioning can produce attitudes and behaviors which are un

productive in nontraditional women's occupations and which prevent 

women from pursuing opportunities and challenges which lead them to 

management positions sooner. 

Because the functional aspects of management are the same 

whether or not the administrator is male or female, both men and women 

must develop the same basic skills. Authors of educational management 

textbooks generally agree that the basic functions of an administrator 

are planning, organizing, leading, and controlling (Sergiovanni et a1. 

1980; O'Donnell 1972; Hoy and Miske1 1978). Without appropriate train

ing, women cannot become good administrators (Loring and Wells, 1972). 

Therefore, in addition to determining what behavioral components should 

be included in management curriculum for women, it is also necessary to 

determine how well women perform in the basic job activities of an 

administrator. Since women have traditionally been limited to a non

promotional role in the hierarchy, they have inadequate knowledge of 

the reward system, the political system, and the hierarchical and 

organizational system of the profession (Guttman, 1972). It is impor

tant for women to gain a thorough understanding of executive leadership 



skills and the demands of administration so they can relate their 

training and job experiences to the realities of the professional 

marketplace. 
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Finally, it is important to (1) help women understand their own 

views about themselves and their roles in society; (2) help women under

stand men's attitudes and assumptions about them; (3) help women under

stand the climate of daily relations in organizations previously 

reserved for men only; and (4) help women function effectively and 

successfully in this enfironment (Adams, 1974). This study is designed 

to aggregate data from women currently placed in higher education 

administrative roles, and to elicit from these women some assessments 

of the institutional and personal adjustments necessary for them to 

succeed in their jobs. 

Assumptions and Limitations 

Assumptions Underlying the Study 

For the purposes of this study, the following assumptions were 

made about the women who answered the Women in Community College 

Administrative Positions Survey: 

1. The women answered the Women in Community College Administra

tive Positions Survey honestly. 

2. The questionnaire was an appropriate instrument for gathering 

data on the skills, personal qualities, and behavioral attitudes that 

are required for women to advance in community college administration. 
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Limitations of the Study 

The study was limited to responses of the,women chosen for the 

Leaders for the 80's Professional Development Project sponsored by the 

American Association of Women in Community and Junior Colleges and the 

League for Innovation in the Community Colleges through a grant from 

the Fund for the Improvement of Post-secondary Education in the years 

1981 and 1982. It must also oe noted that the women who were chosen 

for the project were either slated for or in community college adminis

tration. 

This study did not attempt to furnish a universal standard for 

women in community college administration. Rather, its objective was 

to provide data, comparisons and analysis of women who aspire to 

succeed in community college administration. The value of the study 

was to provide information that may be used by those interested in the 

identification and development of women interested in educational 

administration. 



CHAPTER 2 

REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE 

Profile of the Woman Administrator 

Far fewer women are in top-level administrative positions in 

higher education today than appears compatible with their numbers in 

either the faculty or the student body. While the reasons for this 

phenomenon have been widely debated and investigated (e.g., institu

tional sexism, nepotism rules, family responsibilities), the fact 

remains that a shortage of women in top level positions exists (Nieboer, 

1975). There is also considerable incentive, as a result of Executive 

Orders and affirmative action programs, for colleges and universities 

to appoint more women to top-level positions in administration. 

At the same time, perhaps because of the scarcity of role models 

of successful women administrators or the stereotype of the "career 

woman" which still exists, most women are not ready to contemplate non

traditional high-level administrative positions in institutions. These 

two problems are clearly interrelated: without role models, an in

crease in women administrative applicants seems unlikely; without an 

increase in applications and appointments, the number of women adminis

trators is not likely to increase. A way must be found to break this 

unproductive circle. 

One of the major problems facing the woman who wishes to rise 

to the top level of the educational administration profession is 
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leadership image. Traditionally, males have been provided with the 

leadership roles in our societyo Even when a woman fulfills leadership 

functions. she is seldom judged to be a leader, either by herself or 

by the men with whom she is associated (Coleman, 1973)0 Thus she 

receives little or no positive feedback or reinforcement for her leader

ship efforts. Reinforcement and praise come more often as a result of 

her supportive activities. It is both difficult for a woman to iden

tify herself as a leader, and further difficult for a composite 

description of women leaders and styles to be developed. 

As Horner (1972) has pointed out, the qualities associated with 

top-level administrators and executives are also associated with mascu

linity, and thus ar~ believed to be inconsistent with femininity. 

These qualities are, of course, competition, independence, competence, 

intellectual achievement and leadership. A related finding was obtained 

by Bovman (1962) in a study of management's image of promotability. She 

found most of her respondents believed that, while race and nationality 

should be irrelevant as criteria for promotion, age or sex were con

sidered justifiable grounds for nonpromotion. Clearly, women do not 

fit the leadership image as it is preaently drawn. Yet, more women are 

in leadership positions in community colleges today than ever before. 

In some circumstances, at least, some women have succeeded to top-level 

positions despite these obstacles. 

It may be reasonable to suggest that "there is a certain kind 

of woman" whose qualifications and personality are such that she will 

not be deterred from reaching a top-level position in her chosen field 

(Nieboer, 1975). A profile of the woman administrator would serve to 



fill in part of the leadership image adopted by such women. Just as 

Maslow sought the best possible models (se1f-actualizers) for his 

psychology of the healthy, women might seek the best possible examples 

(top-level women administrators) fo~ their role models in higher edu

cation. Recent research has identified a number of characteristics of 

various groups of women administrators and business executiyes. It ie 

difficult to pinpoint just what the successful woman administrator is 

like unless one looks at a "selected" group. 

Most studies which develop the profile of women administrators 

or executives have been conducted since 1970. The absence of earlier 

studies is unsurprising1y, as the phenomenon of women achievin~ posi

tions of authority in sureyable numbers in either public or private 

sector institutions is a recent development. These studies have 

generally attempted to ~evelop a pattern of personal characteristics 

and back~round for these women. Profiles h~ve been developed based on 

a variety of samples, drawn women corporate executives, and women and 

males in educational administration. 

Profile of the Women Business Executives 
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A study of women executives was jointly conducted by Korn/Ferry 

International, an executive search firm, and the UCLA Graduate School 

of Management 9 based on 300 responses to questionnail-es mailed to womell 

at the level of vice president and above in major corporations (de

scribed in Hull, 1982). Their titles ranged from corporate secretary 

to president or chief executive officer. While most were single, even 

if married, they were both the main breadwinner and the main homemaker. 
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They attributed their successes to ambition, drive and a willingness to . 

take risks, and they blamed their failures on a male dominated business 

world and their lack of confidence in it. The general profile of these 

women executives followed the same pattern as similar studies of by 

Hennig (1971) and Johnson (1975). All three described the profiled 

female executive as the oldest or an only child, close to her father 

while growing up, and having a mother vho did not work outside th~ 

home. Most of the women in Hull's (1982) study were single and child

less; Johnson's sample of women were also mostly single, and those that 

were married were childless. Hennig's research indicated none of the 

women had married before age 35, and if they married, they married men 

who had been married before. None had any biological children. Thus, 

one thing all three studies discovered was a sacrifice of the maternal 

role for successful women executives. 

Hennig (1971) studied the life and career histories of 25 Ameri

can women who held top management positions in businnes traditionally 

considered male-centered. Their parents placed a high value upon 

achievement and success. The father held some type of mana~erial posi

tion, and the mother did not work outside the home. The women had 

enjoyed a close relationship wit~ their fathers, which resulted in an 

identification with his occupational role, but they never rejected the 

feminine role model of the mother. They dealt with role conflict early 

in life by coping with being "different" from the average female. They 

established a relationship with an executive soon after entering the 

business world which continued throughout most of their careers, thereby 

establishin~ a new role model and security base. All the women started 
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as secretaries, but within six months none remained in this position. 

They changed companies very little. Hennig also found that the women 

set their feminity aside and developed masculine behavioral patterns to 

devote all their energies to task accomplishm~nt, but this change later 

caused much inner conflict in coping with themselves as women and execu

tives. Finally, the process of accepting themselves as a total person, 

permitting them to achieve new and more fully integrated personalities 

(woman and executive), "was directly related to their advancement to 

top management positions" (as cited in Crawford, 1977, p. 30). 

In contrast to Hennig's sample of women who actively worked to 

get to the top, a team of researchers headed by Fogarty and Rhona and 

Robert napport (Gordon and Strober, 1975) studied a group of women who 

had risen to the top of their organizations, but largely because of 

change, e.g., the wartime diversion of manpower, or the death of a 

relative. It was clear the women who assumed directorship roles under 

these conditions would not have sought them, nor been offered them, 

under normal circumstances. In an article on the ten best paid women 

executives in the United States, Robinson (1973) reported similar situ

ations, underscoring the importance of affectional or kinship ties in 

determining women's success. 

Loring and Wells (1972) state that studies have shown that 

career-oriented women frequently have a background that contains: (1) 

a working mother who served as a role model; (2) strong influence by 

teache~s, professors, and people in the chosen profession; and (3) 

professionally educated parents. 
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In regard to marriage and a career, whether women can success

fully combine the two depends a great deal on the circumstances and the 

people involved. Most authors indicate that about half the vomen mana

gers are married, while the other half are single, divorced or widowed 

(Johnston, 1974). 

The l'sychological Service of Pittsburgh (Johnson, 1975) studied 

60 women from age 20 to 60 who worked in management positions. That 

study revealed a profile of these women as having a record of academic 

achievement that goes back to childhood; a family where management 

skills were well-known and which stressed independence and initiative 

for both boys and girls; and parents who set high standards for her, 

took pride in their own achievements, and instilled a strong work ethic. 

Finally, the women had a record of continuous employment since leaving 

high school or college (Johnson, 1975, p. 26). 

Doll (1965) found in studying pairs of males and females that 

women were older than the men and were employed in smaller firms. 

Women attributed their ~uccess to knowledge and ability, while men 

cited determination and drive. Both women and men had attained a higher 

level of education than their parents. She found a significant rela

tionship between age and salary for men, while for women education and 

salary were insignificant. 

Lynch (1973) described a sample of female executives between 23 

and 62, with an approximate average age of 40. Salaries ranged from 

518,000 to over 150,000, with the biggest cluster falling between 

522,000 and S33,000. Even though birth order is an identifiable factor 

in several studies, Lynch found no pattern present among these 94 
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respondents. With regard to feminist affiliation, there was not a con

sistent pattern. There was no significant trend regarding persons ~ho 

influenced their careers. The respondents felt that the skill most 

difficult to develop was that of the delegation of responsibility. 

Lyle and Ross (1973) found that women in their study had relied 

on mentors in obtaining their jobs. They found, as did Hennig (1971), 

that most of them had ridden on the coattails of young executives. 

There are few studies which profile the woman business executive 

and the woman educational administrator, but Shakeshaft (1979) did 

review 39 such stUdies that primarily emphasized developing profiles, 

and eight others which included profiles as a secondary purpose. Typi

cally, such studies covered personal, profeasional, and personality 

characteristics, and educational backgrounds, some differences between 

male and female administrators, or compare female educational adminis

tratoro with busineso administrators. By combining the results of 

these stUdies and then averaging, Shakeshaft found that the average age 

of the woman administrator is 46, and she .is Caucasian. She is married 

and hAS children (a result at variance with several earlier studies). 

She grew up as an only or first born child and was raised in a family 

with zero to three siblingo. Fathers of women administrators tended to 

have had elementary school backgrounds and were farmers. Mothers of 

women administrators had completed high school and attended college, 

and were housewives. Women's spouses attended college, and are pro

fessional men, earning the same or less than their wives. Women 

administrators tended to be protestants and democrats, and active in 

civic and educational organizations. She is satisfied with the aspects 
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of administration that produce growth and give her a chance to work with 

students; the least satisfying aspects are the routine paperwork and 

sexism in the field. Most women administrators earn between '20,000 and 

530,000 a year. Finally, they were most influenced by their mothers and 

teachers in their career pursuits (cited in Hemming, 1981). 

Profile of the Women Educational Administrators 

Finding consistent descriptive data in the studies on women as 

executives or administrators was difficult. Researchers tended to look 

at different variables when investigating a general profile of these 

selected groups. It was realized that this could erode comparability, 

but after comparing many studies there were some similar trends. 

Shakeshaft's (1979) profile of women administrators in top

level business and education positions suggests that certain character

istics mi¢ht be ·predicted for women administrators in community colle~es. 

In fact, his general profile differs only slightly from a profile of 

California Community College female administrators done by Hemming 

(1981). Hemming's (1981) survey was circulated to women in the top 

three levels of management in California's 106 community colleges; 97 

women held positions at the president, dean, or associate dean level at 

the time of the study, and over 80% responded to t.he survey. Addressed 

in the study were five major areas: educational background, personal 

lives, professional experience, attitudes toward administration, per

ceptions of sex discrimination and affirmative action. Hemming found 

that after 10 years experience at the community college level, nine 

years of prior administrative experience, and· one prior administrative 



position, these women were generally in the third level of administra

tion. They were highly satisfied with their Cal"eer choice, and would 

~e the same choice again. The respondents in the Hemming (1981) 
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study were asked about personal characteristics necessary for success. 

The clear leader, when multiple responses were categorized, was inter

personal skills -- working with people. Others mentioned, in decending 

order of frequency, were flexibility, organizational ability, se1f

confidence, good self-image, fairness and objectivity, a sense of humor, 

decision-making skills and intelligence (tied), listening Skills, and 

health (including mental health) and patience. The mean age of the 

respondents was 47. In a composite of her characteristics, she was 

married with one child, in the progress of working on a doctorate and 

was a first born child. 

Hemming's study was conducted after Pfiffner's study of 92 com

munity colleges that concentrated on 26 women in the three highest 

levels of administration (Pfiffner, 1972). Pfiffner found that all the 

subjects had at least a master's degree, and 23% had a doctorate. Most 

were married (an average of 25 years), and T% were either an only or 

the eldest child. The average age of the women in her study was 52. 

Most of the women were married and 73% had children (Pfiffner, 1972). 

Stevenson (1972) found in her study of female administrators 

that the greatest number were in the 45 to 54 year old bracket. 

Seventy-nine percent of the respondents held a doctorate, while the 

rest held master's degrees. Eighty-four percent indicated they had 

moved up in the institution for which they currently worked. 
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Schlack (1974) profiled a group of upper-management and middle-

management women student personnel administrators, and found them to be 

40 years old, unmarried, holder of a master's degree and earning approxi-

mately 511,000. A great majority of the women were only children or 

had only on6 sibling, and over half in each administrative group were 

the oldest child. 

Profile Comparison of the Male and Female 
Educational Administrator 

There has been extensiYe research on the characteristics of men 

who chooBe the field of educational administration. Because'so little 

research is available on the female educational administrator, it is 

useful to compare and contrast the counterpart in the field. 

The male ed~cational administrator is demogra~hically conven-

tional. He is middle-aged, natiye-born, married, White Protestant and 

from a non-urban background (Hemphill, Richards and Peterson, 1965). 

Hull (1982) found that the typical female administrator is much less 

conservative and less religious than her male counterpart. On the 

average, male administrators have more education than their parents. 

The jobs they hold have higher social status and higher income than the 

jobs held by most of their parents. This mobility occurs despite the 

fact that the parents of male administrators are of higher status and 

have more education than the average American of their generatioB 

(March, 1978). About one-third of the parents of current educational 

administrators completed high school, about 10% finished a college 

degree. Approximately 40% were clerical or industrial workers; about 

2~ were farmers (Hemphill et al., 1965). 
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Reflecting a pattern of relative job stability seen also in 

studies of women administrators (Pfiffer, 1971; Hemming, 1981), 90% of 

these men have in only one state throughout their entire career in 

education (March, 1978). Most have spent their civilian lives in edu

cational institutions, and almost none have ever held adult jobs except 

in education (or the military) (Knezevich, 1971). Like the vomen ad

ministrators in Hemming's 1981 study, male educational administrators 

are satisfied with their profession. Most like their present jobs, 

would seek them again if starting their careers over, and would like to 

stay in the same or similar job (March, 1978). 

Finally, review of various studies which compile a profile of 

male educational administrators results in a startlingly similar com

posite figure. These parallel profiles may suggest that the demograph

ics of educational administrators vary little on the variable of gender. 

All in all, both male and female educational administrators seem to 

merit March's (1978) observation regarding males: they are demographi

cally conventional. 

Summary of Profile Research 

In summary, since this study involves women in educational 

administration, it was necessary to review the literature to see what 

prior studies had developed as general characteristics of women who have 

chosen administrative careers. Because research is relatively scarce 

on women in educational institutions, women in business and male edu

cational administrators was also reported. 
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The literature search indicated that there may be a predictable 

profile of the woman who is successful in educational administration. 

The profile of a woman administrator would place her in her forties 

(Lynch, 1973; Hemming, 1981; Stevenson, 1972; Schlack, 1974), married 

with children (Hemphill et ale 1965; Pfiffner, 1972; Hemming, 1981) and 

as an only or eldest child (Hennig, 1971; Johnson, 1975; Pfiffner, 

1972; Schlack, 1974), with parents who had expected and encouraged her 

to succeed in some career (Hull, 1982; Hennig, 1971). Once she began 

working, she mi~ht typically remain at the same institution throughout 

her career, be considered extremely competent at every stage of her 

advancement, and take pride in her competence (Hemming, 1981). 

This archetypical woman administrator would have a mother who 

was a housewife (Hennig, 1971; Johnson, 1975), and be close to her 

father who was a professional in his career (Hennig, 1971; Loring and 

Wells, 1972; Lyle and Ross, 1973). Most studies (Doll, 1965; Hemphill 

et al., 1965; March, 1978) indicated that the female educational admin

istrator will have achieved a higher level of education than her 

parents. Pfiffner (1972), Hemming (19Rl), Stevenson (1972), and Schlack 

(1974) all reported that this was true in their respective studies, and 

indicated that the women professionals had master's degrees or doc

torates. It would seem reasonable to expect the women surveyed in this 

study to have these same de~ees •. Shakeshaft's (1979) review of 39 

studies of women business executives and women educational adminis

trators distills an aggregate composite which is consistent with these 

characteristics. 
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Self-Perceptions of Women Administrators 

In a study discussed by Bem and Bem (1973) arid Horner (1969) 

evidence suggested that some women, fearful of appearing "unfeminine," 

do not develop their talents, ~bilities. and interests. After spending 

several years investigating the causes of failure to achieve by intel-

lectually gifted women, Horner concluded that some females do equate 

intellectual achievement with loss of femininity and fear that success 

will hinder their social life and interfere with their popularity with 

males. "Success inhibits social life for the girls; it enhances social 

lif!! for the boys" (Horner, 1969, p. 47). 

Other researchers (Alper, 1975; Lesser, Krawitz and Packard, 

1973) s~ggest that women can accept competition and achievement as part 

of the female role, and display less fear of success than was indicated 

by Horner's 1969 study. Nevertheless, pressure not to achieve pervades 

the socialization of girls, and fear of success is assumed to be a 

stable personality characteristic learned early in life as a part of 

female sex role standards. 

The double bind in which an achievement-oriented woman finds 

herself is not simply the result of external evaluations of her sex-

role performance, but is internalized as well. In the moat widely 

discussed research on women's achievement motivation, Horner (1972) 

found that women not only -fear failure but success as well. In Horner's 

famous 1964 study employing the Thematic Aperception Test technique, 

students were asked to respond to two stories (IIJohn found out that he 

was first in his medical school class •••• "; "Anne found out that she 

was first in her medical school class. • II) •• • Horner found that 
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while 90% of the male students responded positively to the male success 

clue, 65% of the women were disconcerted, troubled, or confused by the 

female success clue. Horner concluded, after analyzing the content of 

the tiomen's responses, that "femininity, social rejection, personal or 

societal destruction, or some combination of them accounted for these 

women's fear of success" (Horner, 1969, p. 50). 

A number of replication studies have be~n conducted since 

Horner's original study. Despite the impact of the femini.iSt movement, 

Horner and Walsh (1974, p. 140) reported "negative attitudes toward 

successful women by White female subjects have increased ••• to a 

high of 88.2%." Horner (1969) called the characteristic which she 

found in her study the "motive to avoid success" and defined it "as the 

fear that success in competitive achievement situations vil1 lead to 

negative consequences, such as unpopularity and loss of femininity" 

(Horner, 196Q, p. 37). This motive to avoid success in many otherwise 

achievement-oriented and capable women is particularly acute in situa

tions requiring competition with men. 

Horner's findings, after a recent analysis of data from the 

original and replication studies, portray the women who are high in a 

motive to avoid success as coping with their conflict by means of 

diminishing their abilities and avoiding competitive situations. She 

also found that this coping behavior exacts a price paid in feelings of 

frustration, hostility, aggression, bitterness, and confusion, which 

are clearly manifested in the fantasy productions of these young women. 

The role conflicts experienced by women today may even be more exacer

bated by legal and social conditions encouraging assumption of 
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nontraditional roles. Women are pushed by the opportunities, yet pulled 

by a society that still teaches them to be anxious about succeeding. 

There are several other illuminating studies related to women's 

achievement and self-perceptions. Megargee (1969) employed the Cali

fornia Psychological Inventory (CPI), Dominance (DO) Scale, to predict 

the assumption of leadership among White men and women. Subjects worked 

in pairs on a sexually neutral task in Which leader and follower roles 

were stressed and partners allowed to decide for themselves which member 

of the pair was to assume each of the roles. 

When paired with low DO scoring members of the same sex, high 

DO scoring men took the leadership role 75% of the time; high DO scoring 

women took it ?O% of the time. When high DO scoring men were paired 

with low DO scoring women, they took the leadership role ~ of the· 

time. When high DO scoring women were paired with low DO scoring men, 

they took the leadership role only 20% of the time. Megargee concluded 

that "these results clearly indicated that social role conflict would 

seriously inhibit the expression of leadership by high DO women" 

(Magargee, 1969, p. 378). 

The finding that women who are high in dominance are reluctant 

to assert leadership in mixed sex situations is a crucial one, since 

numerous studies have shown that individuals who are highly dominant 

are prime leadership candidates (Gibb, 1969). 

Frankel (1974), in a study on the effect of sex-role attitudes 

on women's achievement, found that a positive self-concept and achieve

ment orientation were significantly related. Further, she found that 

the vomen who possessed a positive self-concept found success to be 



compatible with femininity, but they saw the feminine role as active and 

dynamic, contrary to social conditions encouraging assumption of non

traditional roles. Women are pushed by the opportunities, yet pulled by 

a society that still teaches them to be anxious about succeeding. 

These findings may be explained by evidence reported by Mischel 

(1966) and discussed by Bardwick (1971), supporting the theory that 

behavioral performance may chan~e cognitions and values to be consistent 

with the behavior. In this way, a woman who accomplishes male-typed 

achievement may accept the behavior along with a sustained belief in 

her femininity. Bardwick describes the phenomenon as "bisexual" iden

tification. It seems that women are more likely to attempt achievement 

in situations Where there is social support. 

Maccoby (1972), Mischel (1966), and Bardwick (1971) suggested 

that existing sex-role conflicts are subject to amelioration by the 

processes of social conditioning, cognition changes, and bisexual iden

tification. BardwicK (1971) cautioned, however, that these role

conflicts will remain serious if the woman is not able both to succeed 

at the feminine tasks which are appropriate to her age (affiliative 

tasks) and satisfy her achievement needs. 

Some authors (Bardwick, 1971; Frankel, 1974) indicate that the 

current female administrator could have a positive self-concept, is 

feminine and achievement oriented. Other authors (Horner, 1969; Bem 

and Bem, 1973; Megargee, 1969) state that role conflicts do exist and 

women cope with these situations by avoiding competition, diminishing 

their abilities and bisexual identification. 



The research findings thus seem to support the theory that for 

many capable, achievement-oriented women, sex-role conflicts have a 

pervasive influence on their achievement behaviors and attitudes; some 

women, however, seem to have found an accomodative style which appears 

to make achievement and femininity compatible. 

Training and Working Environment of 
Women Administrators 

College-educated women are more likely to work than women with 
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less education; and the more education a woman has, the more likely that 

she will work continuously throughout her life (Carnegie Commission, 

1973; u.s. Department of Labor, 1973). Women college graduates are not 

only becoming more work-oriented, but they also are finding a greater 

number of professional jobs open to them than were available to their 

predecessors (Hed~es, 1970). Because these educated women are entering 

the job market in such numbers and because of their advanced educational 

background, many are seeking administrative positions. 

One highly significant role from which women have traditionally 

been excluded -- and for which they have, therefore, been unprepared -. 

is that of leadership and decision-making. In fact, even in those few 

professional fields in which women have traditionally predominated and 

been qualified to assume leadership, men have usually taken over. This 

is evidenced most dramatically in the field of education. Women com-

prise 29% of college teaching positions (Rytina, 1Q82), and of the 

community colleges only .OOl~ are women presidents (Parnell, 1982). 

Oltman (1970) noted that, despite claims by 90% of institutions 

nationwide that their policy was to include women in top-level 



administrative positions, women vere rarely represented at this level 

and even more seldom had major policy-making responsibilities. The 

Carnegie Commission (1973) found women to be so rare in top university 

leadership as to be practically nonexistent. 
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In general, Oltman (1970) found that women are most likely to 

be found at the midmanagement or lower levels and in such areas as the 

library and nursing schools, or as directors of financial aid or place

ment. Their administrative jobs typically involve detail and not 

policy-making or leadership roles. 

Robinson (1973) has stated. that data are sparse and unreliable 

in the area of administration, since title are misleading, and institu

tions typically do not report in depth on the nature of administrative 

jobs. For example, she noted that Purdue University reported 215 women 

administrators on their staff. Of that number, 43 were residence hall 

kitchen workers~ 172 were administrative assistants and "only the Dean 

of Women and the Dean of the School of Home Economics held positions of 

authority" (Robinson, 1973, p. 224). 

The reasons for the scarcity of women professionals in academic 

leadership positions undoubtedly reflect the phenomena of sex-role 

standards and stereotyping, as well as overt discrimination. Harris 

(1974) described people in academic life as elitists~ and then observed 

that "there is an assumption by both male and female elitists that 

women are generally less qualified then men for the higher ranks of the 

educational hierarchy" (Harris, 1974, p. 11). 

Sicherman (1974, p. 22) stated that sex-role and prejudice is 

internalized by some women. 



In voting on tenure and leadership roles such as department 
chaj,rmen and deans, women have tended to be uncomfortable about 
moving into leadership positions themselves and about support
ing women who were assertive, opinionated and forceful. Often 
men with exactly the same char~cteristics were elected. In 
many instances, however, gentle, sensitive men were chosen, 
while women with such characteristics were vetoed because they 
were said to be not strong enough to perform the task (Sicherman 
1974, p. 22). 

Tobias (as cited in McGuigan, 1973) reflected that "one simply 

cannot have an educational institution dedicated to making leaders of 
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its students in which most of the women are secretaries" (Tobias, 1973, 

p. 112). There seems to be no lo~ical reason to disqualify women from 

leadership positions, because an increasingly number have the desire 

and educational credentials to compete for administrative positions. 

The Bureau of the Census (198l) shows an increase in the number 

of women receiving higher degrees. Whereas only 19% of the bac~elor's 

degrees were obtained by women at the turn of the century, now women 

hold over 40% of them. At the master's level, the increase has been 

from 19% to a high of 38% in 1940, with a slight decline to 32% in 1979. 

At the doctorate level, women held only 6% of these degrees, rose to 

13% in the forties and now hold 30% today. 

In schools of education, the places where administrators are 

trained, the figures are even worse. Only 2% of all p~ofessors of 

educational administration were women (Lyon and Saario, 1973). Although 

undergraduate education is equally accessible to men and women today, 

the hurdles for women become higher as the level of education increases. 

Feldman (1974) in a Carnegie Commission report concurs with 

those figures and also points out that women have an especially high 

attrition ratio between bachelor's, master's and doctor's degrees in 
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certain fielus. I~omen are at least four times as likely to receive a 

bachelor's degree in mathematics, computer science, and business as to 

receive a doctorate in these fields" (Feldman, 1974, p. 6). The Car

negie Commission's report, Escape from Doll's House, concluded with the 

following statement: "Our data, however, do not sUbstantiat either the 

presence or absence of discrimination. What has been borne out is that 

within graduate education there is a great deal of inequality based on 

sex. But inequality is not the same thing as discrimination" (Carnegie 

Commission on Higher Education, 1973, p. 137). 

studies dealing with women in education, both as students and 

administrators, suggest: (1) that women do not aspire to administra

tive positions; (2) that women fear their own success; (3) that insti

tutional barriers keep them out; (4) that society's attitudes and 

especially males who hire, neither encourage nor support ~omen for these 

positions; and (5) that women are not now sufficiently prepared. 

In an excellent, in-depth review of the literature dealing wit~ 

the barriers to women's participation in post-secondary education, 

Ekstrom (1972) concludes that these barriers can be summarized under 

three themes, (1) institutional, (2) situational, and (3) dispositional. 

Institutional barriers include aspects of admission practices, financial 

aid practices, institutional regulations, curriculum planning and 

student personnel services, and faculty and staff attitudes. Situa

tional barriers include factors such as sociological factors, familial 

factors, financial obstacles, residential factors and personal factors. 

Dispositional barriers include women's attitudes toward fear of failure, 

intellectual activity, ambiyalence about educational goals, level of 



aspiration, passivity, dependence and inferiority feelings. Ekstrom 

points out that the emphasis of her study is upon recent practices and 

not on those of the PBBt~ 

Speaking specifically about women in educational administrative 

positions, Pifer (1971) concludes that higher education has been insti

tutionalized on a male basis, and the introduction of women into its 

positions of power upsets tho system and causes difficulties. Matheny 

(1973) found in her study that women in education do not believe the 

selection process for top positions is open to females. Most of the 

respondents in her study believed that: (1) women must work harder than 

men of similar talent and qualifications; (2) men receive more encour

agement; (3) school boards would prefer to hire a male superintendent; 

(4) women are not counseled and encouraged by coll~ges and universities 

to work and prepare for administrative postions; but (5) women are now 

in a position to obtain equal pay and job opportunities. Most of the 

respondents in this same study disagreed that (1) men are better suited 

to administrative positions, and (2) wonlen worry over attitudes arid 

traditions. 

S. S. Taylor (1971) in surveying the attitudes of superinten

dents and Board of Education members in Connecticut found that the 

attitudes toward women in administrative positions clearly reflect 

gender bias. She also found that those men who had previously worked 

with women had more flexible attitudes. All respondents replied that 

the~e were not written and very few unwritten policies which preclude 

appointing women to administrative posts. 
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In a study that dealt with the study of personnel policies in 

higher education, LaPuma (1972) found evidence of discriminatory atti

tude9 toward women faculty members and women administrators. These 

attitudes were most pronounced in the hiring practices. LaPuma found 

that the respondents still believed that women are less qualified and 

less committed to an academic career. 

Other researchers have reached comparable conclusions, includ

ing Crosby (1973), Timmons (1973), and Stevenson (1973). Scriven (1973) 

investigated administrative positions in the central offices of large 

school districts. strong (1972) studied the attitudes toward the 

selection of women faculty in schools of business and, Pfiffner (1972) 

investigated attitudes at California community colleges. All drew 

similar conclusions. 

A search of the literature indicates that women administrators 

are rarely represented in top-level adm.inistration (Oltman, 1970; 

Robinson, 1973; Pifer, 1971; Matheny, 1973; s. S. Taylor, 1971; LaPuma, 

1972; Timmons, 1973). These authors offer a variety of reasons that 

women are not attaining administrative positions: stereotyping, overt 

discrimination, nonaspiration to administrative positions, fear of 

success, insufficient preparation, passivity, dependence and inferior

ity feelings. Higher education has been institutionalized on a male 

basis, and the introduction of women into its positions of power upsets 

the system and causes difficulties (Pifer, 1971). 

In summary, a variety of sources have provided a comprehensive 

survey of the general profile of the female administrator, the environ

ment in which she works, and how she perceives herself. This sets a 
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background of the present situation of women in administration and looks 

at specifically women in top level management positions; their numbers, 

and their problems. 



CHAPl'ER 3 

RESEARCH PROCEDURES 

Method 

The Women in Community College Administrative Positions Survey 

(hereafter referred to as WCCAPS) was sent to 309 women who partic1~ated 

in a professional development project for community college women spon

sored by the American Association of Women in Community and Junior 

Colleges in 19R1, 1982, and 19B3. Tile professional development project 

was funded by a grant for the improvement of post-secondary education. 

The opportunity to participate in the Leaders for the Bo's Professional 

Development Project was publicized through League and American Associ

ation of Women in Community and Junior Colleges publications and by 

special mailings to 1200 member two-year institutions (junior and com

munity colleges, and technical institutes). College administrators 

were encouraged to nominate potential participants, and individual women 

were encouraged to submit an application. Criteria for partiCipant 

selection included: (1) three years of employment in a two-year insti

tution; (2) the support of the applicant's col1e~e (the application form 

provides for a sign-off by a supervisin~ administrator to attest to 

this commitment); and (3) an outline of a proposed project addressin~ 

. a specific area in which the applicant felt she needed training to 

advance within the administrative etructure. 
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Other factors in the selection process vere geographic distri-

bution, institutional size and type, and ethnic representation. The· 

participants vere presidents, vice-presidents, deans, assistant deans, 

directors, coordinators, divisional chairs, and faculty members. 

Instrument 

The initial step was to select a questionnaire which would 

elicit a basic profile of successful women in administration at the 

community college, determine how these women felt about their training 

or lack of it, and finally determine what are the job-related problems 

and rewards particular to women. 

The survey instrument vas developed by Jacquelyn F. Crawford. 

The title of her questionnaire is Women in Middle ~anagement Question

naire. She researched the general background, job activities, job 

situations and self-perceptions of women who were in middle mana~ement 

in 391 companies in the St. Paul and Minneapolis area (Crawford, 1977). 

The title and working of the instrument was changed to terminology 

relevant to community college women, e.g., the word college was sub

stituted for company. After the instrument was modified, it was re

viewed by several female community college administrators. Two hundred 

twenty-eight women (74.0%) responded to the questionnaire in the 

present study. 

Analysis of Data 

The data were aggregated from the usable questionnaires re

turned and analyzed by frequency distributions with percents to report 

the findings. 



CHAPTER 4 

ANALYSIS OF THE DATA 

Included in this chapter are both the quantitative and qualita

tive results of the questionnaire and some of the implications from 

these data for the answers to the questions initiated in Chapter 1. 

The first part of this chapter is the general profile of the 

selected women. These characteristics include title, job promotion, 

salary, educational background, and family data. The second portion 

involves information about how these respondents feel about their com

petence to satisfy the requirements of a management position in commu

nity college administration. The third part of the chapter contains 

the responses to questions regarding the problems and rewards the 

respondents find in their careers. The last part of the chapter reports 

how the respondents feel about themselVes as women and as administrators. 

Distribution of Job Titles 

Both entry and present positions are indicated in Table 1. TWo 

hundred twenty-eight women administrators in community colleges partici

pated in the study. Five of the participants (2.2%) are now first level 

administrators (one president, two vice-presidents and two executive 

deans). Among the second level administrators, 24 (10.5%) are at the 

dean level, 17 (7.5%) at the associate dean level, and 18 (7.9% at the 

assistant dean level. Third level administrators included 59 (25.9%) 
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Table 1. Distribution of job titles held by respondents. 

Entr;:! Position Present Position 
Title n i D i 

President 0 1 0.4 

Vice President 0 2 0.9 

Executive Dean 0 2 0.9 

Dean 1 0.4 24 10.5 

Associate Dean 2 0.9 17 7.5 

Assistant Dean 1 0 .. 4 18 7.9 

Director 14 6.1 59 25.9 

Coordinator 20 8.7 32 14.0 

Chairperson 9 3.9 26 11.4 

Faculty, Counselor, Librarian 102 44.07 34 14.9 

Staff 15 6.1 1 0.4 

Executive Assistant to 0 9 3.9 
the President 

Assistant to an Administrator 5 2.2 3 1.3 

No Response 59 25.9 0 



directors, 32 (14.0%) coordinators and 26 (ll.~) departmental chair-

persons. 

The final level included the aspiring vomen who were not yet 

community college administrators: 34 (14.9%) faculty, counselors and 

librarians; 9 (3.9%) executive assistants to the president; 3 (1.;% 

assistant to an administrator; and 1 (O.~) staff member. 
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Faculty positions were cited most often by the respondents as an 

avenue for entering administrative positions, and staff positions were 

the second most frequent way. Because community colleges are academic 

institutions, it stands to reason that faculty positions would be the 

primary precursor to administrative positions, given the number of 

academically-oriented administrative positions and the preference for 

peer controllers. Hennig's (lq7l) top women business executives all 

entered their companies as secretaries; apparently this is also a pos-

sible entry position for community colle~ women, as 15 respondents 

began at the staff level. 

The women in this study were asked if they were initially hired 

into their present positions. Table 2 indicates their responses. 

Table 2. Number of respondents hired into present position. 

Response 

Hired for Present Position 

Promoted to Present Position 

No Response 

Total Number 

58 
166 

4 

Percenta~e 

25.4 

72.8 
1.3 

Over 70% of the women were not hired for their present posi-

tions, but ins~ead joined the administrative ranks from a variety of 



entry positions. As shown in Table 1, faculty positions were most fre-

quent1y held prior to administrative positions. Also, very few of the 

senior administrators (first level) were initially hired into those 

positions. Virtually all were promoted to their current position from 

a more junior pOBition in their current college. 

Number of Years Employed at Present 
Community College 

Over 70% of the respondents have worked at their current com-

munity college at least five years, and the largest single grouping 

(86 or 37.7%) have been employed between five and ten years (Table.3). 

Thus, women, like men, must produce quality work and be judged for that 

work (Bulpitt, 1981). Hennig (1971) also found that women executives 

rarely changed companies. These data also are consistent with the 

previous two tables, indicating most respondents (72.~) have been 

promoted into their current position. 

Respondents were asked how many jobs they had held ~ithin their 

colleges before they obtained their present positions. This informa-

tion is reported in Table 4. 

~ost respondents held one other job prior to obtaining their 

present position; 73 respondents (32.0%) fall into this grouping. This 

could indicate these women are in a period of career development and 

many are in their first administrative job. 

Table 5 shows that 116 women, or 50.~ of respondents, took 

special training to receive a promotion. Respondents indicated that 

more formal education was the most frequently utilized trainin~. How-

ever, more significantly, only one respondent reported receiving a 



Table·'. Respondents number of years employed by their community 
college. 

Response 

Under 1 year 

1 - 5 years 

Over 5 - 10 years 

Over 10 - 15 years 

Over 15 years 

No Response 

Total Number 

10 

57 
86 

58 
14 , 

Percentage 

4.4 

25.0 

37.7 

25.4 

6.1 

1.3 

Table 4. Number of jobs held by respondents before reaching present 
l"osition. 

Response 

One job 

Two jobs 

Three jobs 

Four jobs 

Six jobs 

No Response 

Total Number 

73 

51 

21 

9 

1 

73 

Percentage 

32.0 

22.4 

9.2 

3.9 
0.4 

32.0 

Table 5. Special trainin~ taken by respondents prior to promotion. 

Response Total Number Percentage 

Yes 116 ';0.9 

No 51 22.4 

Not applicable 1 0.4 

No Response 60 26.3 
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promotion without special training. Even given a relatively large num

ber of Donresponses, this result implies that post-employment training 

is a valuable asset to women seeking to advance in community colleges. 

College Size 

The college size was determined by how many employees were em

ployed at the respective college. Small colleges employed up to 100 

workers; medium colleges employed between 100 an~ 300; and large col

leges employed 300 or more. The data in Table 6 reveals that as the 

size of the colle~e increases, the percenta~ of women in administra

tive positions also increases. There is not, in this study, a compari

son of small, medium, and large community colleges that correspond to 

tbe distribution of community college sizes in the United States. 

Further, there is no way of knowing if more respondents were more fre

quently chosen from small, medium or large colleges. 

It is reasonable to assume that the larger colleges occur in 

areas of greater population concentration. Hence, one might speculate 

that these increased percentages of women administrators could stem 

from more liberal and cosmopolitan attitudes in such areas, or from 

more available women candidates. The large colleges were located 

primarily in California, New York and Michigan. 

Shakeehaft (1979) found that the mean age of the women adminis

trator is 46 years. The mean age of 36 is somewhat younger in this 

study. Nine respondents are under 30; only two are over 60. Forty

five percent are between the ages of 41 and 60, as compared to only 26% 
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Table 6. Size of colleges employing respondents. 

College Employees Number of Colleges Percentage 

Small 22 9.6 
Medium 63 27.6 
Large 109 47.8 

No Response 34 14.9 

Table 7. Age of respondents. 

Response Total Number Percentage 

20 - 30 9 4.0 

31 - 40 115 55.4 

41 - 50 84 36.8 

51 - 60 15 6.5 

61 - 75 2 0.9 
No Response 3 1.3 
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in Walsh's 1975 study, and 79% are over 40. The age range of these 

respondents is from 25 to 62 (Table 7). Again, the younger age on 

these respondents might correspond to the sample of women chosen, most· 

of whom are relatively junion in administrative hierarchies. However, 

with 60% 40 years old or younger, respondents represent a new genera

tion of administrators, entering positions relatively early in their 

careers, with the possibility and time for advancement to senior posi

tions. 

Family Background 

The educational attainments of the respondents' fathers and 

mothers are shown in Table 8. Only four of the respondents' parents 

earned doctorates, and nine earned a professional degree. Loring and 

Wells (1972) indicated that parents of career-oriented women frequently 

have professional degrees, but that fact did not frequently occur amon~ 

this study's population. This research tends to agree with Shakeshaft's 

(1979) review of 39 studies which stated that the fathers of women ad

ministrators tended to have an elementary school background and that the 

mothers had completed high school and had some college. This study 

indicates that the largest percentage of the fathers (29.8%) had less 

than a high school education, and the largest percentage of mothers 

(26.8%) finished high school. These data are also consistent with 

March's research (1978) on male administrators. 

Also, it is noteworthy that 35.1% of the mothers had either 

some college or were a college graduate, while only 32.0% of the fathers 

attained that level of education. This could indicate that the mothers 

served 8S a role model. 
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Table 8. Educational attainment of respondents' mothers and fathers. 

Mother Father 
Response n % n % 

Less than High School Education 41 18.0 68 29.8 
High School Graduate 61 26.8 55 24.1 
Business School Program 21 9.2 3 1.3 
Vocational School Program 7 3.1 4 1.8 
Some College 37 16.2 31 13.6 
College Graduate 43 18.9 42 18.4 
Master's Degree 10 404 15 6.6 
Doctoral Degree 1 0.4 3 1.3 
Professional Degree 2 0.9 7 3.1 
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Schein (1972) and Hennig (1971) have indicated that women who 

chose management careers UBually bad fathers in this occupation and 

were influenced a great deal by this example. As ~~own in Table 9, a 

total of 112 respondents (49.1%) had fathers who worked in some profes-

sional capacity, either with or without managerial responsibilities. 

One hundred seven women, or 47% of all respondents, had fathers in non-

professional occupations. Thus, the occupational classification of the 

respondents' fathers is almost evenly divided between professional and 

nonprofessional positions. 

Loring and Wells (1972) claim that career-oriented women more 

than traditional women usually have mothers who worked, and therefore 

served as a role model, combinin~ marriage and a job. However, Hull 

(1982) and Hennig (1971) indicated that successful women were close to 

their fathers, and their mothers did not work outside the home (Table 

10). This study reflects that of the 120 respondents' mothers who 

worked, fewer than 20% .ere professional with or without managerial .' 
responsibility as compared to 49.1% of the fathers in this category. 

This is particularly noteworthy because 40.8% of the mothers had some 

college and held degrees, vhereas 43.0% of the fathers held the same 

education. Thus, respondents' parents were not utilizing their edu-

cational background similarly, and few of the respondents' mothers had 

an opportunity to achieve supervisory status, despite similar educa-

tional attainments as their spouse 

According to the Information Please Almanac (1982), there are 

44 million women in the labor force (51.7%) of the female population. 
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Table 9. Fathers' and mothers' principal occupation while respondents 
were growing up. 

Father Mother 
Responso n i n % 

Unskilled 46 20.2 31 13.6 

Skilled 61 26.8 39 17.1 

Professional without Managerial 
Responsibility 29 12.7 27 11.8 

Professional with Manage~ia1 
Responsibility 83 36.4 19 8.3 

No Response 9 3.9 112 49.1 

Table 10. Number of respondents whose mothers worked while they were 
growing up. 

Response 

Mother Worked 

~other Did Not Work 

Total Number 

120 

loB 

Percentage 

52.6 

47.4 



The number of working mothers (women with children under 18) has in

creased 21.6% since 1950. 
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In this study. 120 women, or 62.~, had mothers who vorked while 

they were growing up. '!'his figure ie certainly higher than the total 

population figure for mothera during these respondents' childhoods in 

the 195Os. Their mothers perhaps aerve~ a positive role model by suc

cessfully combining tvo roles and therefore influencing them towards a 

career in general. However, few of the respondents' mothers apparently 

served as role models for their daughters' supsequent administrative 

career, based on Table 9. 

One hundred fifty~four respondents stated their plans to beeome 

administrators happened while working in their community college. The 

possibility of an administrative position might have occurred only after 

respondents experienced success initially in working and vere promotud 

to an administrative position or actively began to seek one (Table 11). 

The women were asked who or what influenced their careers. 

They responded as shown in Table 12. In rank order, the women listed 

themselves first (63 women), their instructors second, and their mothers 

third. 

Epstein (1971) and DuBrin (1974) claim that the lack of a busi

ness "sponsor" for women makes it more difficult for them to advance in 

management. Most young men have someone to guide and encourage them 

thrvugh the ranks. Hennig (1m) found that all of the 25 top women 

business executives that she studied had attached themselves to a 

rising executive (sponsor) with whom they remained associated while 

advancing. This man replaced their fathGr's role in their careers, 
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Table 11. When respondent's administrative plana begana 

Response Total. Number Percentage 

In Col1egfJ 11 4.8 

Graduato School 21 9.2 
While Working 154 69 .. 3 
Other 31 1306 
No Response 7 3.1 

Table 12. Person or thing most influencing career. 

Response Total Number Percentage 

Father 22 9.6 

Mother 36 15.8 

Instructor 44 19.3 

Other 96 42.1 

No Response 30 13.1 

, .. 



who up until this time had had the most influence on them. Hovever, 

Loring and Wells (1972) stated that vomen were first influenced by 

their mothers, then by their teachers, and finally by people in their 

chosen profession. It seems these respondents rely on themselves to 

influence their careers. Hull's study (1982) agreed that successful 

women attribute their successes to ambition, drive and a willingness 

to take risks. Most interesting, few respondents (9.~) pointed 
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either to their father or to a sponsor as the most influential person 

in their career. This result deviates from previous research findings, 

such as Hennig (1971). It may also imply that these women, despite 

usually deciding to seek administrative jobs after beginning to work, 

are not the beneficiary of mentor relationships with senior administra

tors '(most of whom are still men). 

Place in the Family 

Epstein (1970) and Johnson (1975) claim that the woman manager 

is usually an only child or the eldest child in the family. Hennig 

(1971) found this to be true of all the women managers in her study. 

~~is phenomenon was coupled with the women's closeness to their fathers 

which, in many cases, induced the daughter to assume "a 15on's role 

encompassing high drives for achievement in masculine-centered activi

ties" (Hennig, 1971, p. 83). 

Other studies (Pfiffner, 1972; Walsh, 1975; Shakeshaft, 1979) 

have also discovered that a consistently high percentage of women 

administrators are first-born or only children. Findings in respect 

to thi15 variable are included in Table 13; overall results indicate 



that 52.~ of all respondents are first-born or only children, a higher 

percentage than the 43.~ reported from 11 studies summariz~d by 

Shakeshaft, but not as-high as the 73% found by Pfiffner in a relatively 

small sample population. 

Table 13. Respondents' places in their families. 

Response Total Number Percentage 

Only Child or First Born 120 52.6 

Middle Child ~ 25.4 

Youngest Child ~ 21.9 

Of the ~omen administrators in this study, 120 women (52.6%) 

were either only children or the eldest child in their families. They 

too may have experienced the encouragement to achieve traditionally 

extended to the eldest son by their parents. 

Marital Status 

Consistent with the findings in the literature (Epstein, 1970; 

Johnston, 1974; Lynch, 1973; Mercer, 1960), more than one-half of the 

women in this study were married," never married (~), separated (1.8%), 

dt~orced (25.0%), or widowed (.9%). These figures represent a slight 

increase from Shakeshaft's (1979) finding that 52% of higher education 

administrators were married. In Pfiffner's (1972) group of 26 women 

educational administrators, 18 or 68% vere married. A substantial dif

ference exists between the number of divorcees Pfiffner identified, 5%, 

and this study's 2~, a 500% increase. This result may reflect 

societal changes since Pfiffner's 1972 stud~. The divorce trend is by 



no means limited to women in educational administration, since divorce 

rates have skyrocketed nationally over the past decade, and divorce as 

an alternative to a bad marriage has become more socially acceptable, 

even in relatively conventional occupationa, like politics and educa

tion. Fifteen percent of the women in this study had never married 

(Table 14), as compared with Pfiffner's reported 32%. 
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The greatest number of women, ;6 (43.7%) make between $30,000 

and $39,000 a year. This number was closely followed by 53 women 

(4l.~) who make between 520,000 and S?9,999. Thus, over 49% of the 

respondents earn at least 520,000 per year. In general, that would seem 

to reasonably reflect the predictable compensation level for the job 

titles reported by this Bample population. 

The salary scales of the spouses of the married women are given 

on Table 15, and shown in comparison is the range of salaries for that 

same group of married respondents (128 of the total sample of 228). 

Thirty-one percent of the respondent's husbands earn more than 540,000 

per year, while only 7.0% of the respondents were in this salary cate

gory. This disparity could occur because all respondents were employed 

by community colleges, whereas the respondents indicated by written 

responses that the husbands had more lucrative employment. Further, it 

would tend to indicate that women administrators tend to marry men with 

comparable or greater job prospects. 

One hundred ten (85.~) of the respondents' present husbands 

had college degrees (Table 16). The fact that fewer than 10% of the 

respondents married to a man who had never attended college, as well as 

the higher mean income of their spouses (see Table 15), both could be 



Table 14. Marital status of respondents. 

Response Total Number Percentage 

Never Married 36 15.8 
Married 128 56.1 
Separated 4 1.8 
Divorced 57 25.0 
Widowed 2 0.9 
No Response 1 0.4 

Table 15. Salaries of respondents and their present husbands. 

Response 

S10,OOO - 14,999 
15.000 - 19,999 
20,000 - 29,999 
30,000 - 39,999 
40,000 or more 

ResEondent 
n (123) % 

1 .B 
10 7.1 

53 41.4 

56 43.7 
8 7.0 

Husband 
n (12B) % 

6 4.9 
11 8.5 
34 26.5 

37 28.9 
40 31.2 



Table 16. Educational attainments of respondents and their present 
husbands. 

ResEondent Husband 
Response n l12S) % n l12S5 % 
Less than High School 0 2 .06 
High School Graduate 0 6 4.6 
Business School 0 0 
Vocational School 0 1 0.7 
Some College 0 9 7.0 
College Graduate 3 2.3 30 23.4 
Master's in progress 1 .7 0 
Master's 58 45.3 52 40.6 
Doctorate in Progress 34 26.5 0 
Doctorate 32 25.0 20 15.6 
Professional Degree (J.D.IM.D.) 0 8 6.2 
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indications that these women administrators tend to seek someone at 

least as successful as themselves for a spouse. 
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Romer (1972) claims that women who strive for innovative 

careers usually marry men who are not threatened by their success, have 

strong egos and images of themselves, and therefore can be proud of the 

accomplishments of their vives. Tables 17 and 18 would appear to offer 

some confirmation to that claim. The respondents vere asked to rate the 

feelings of their present or past husband (if they are currently di

vorced or widowed), feelings about their careers on a number scale from 

1 to 5, with 1 representing "resents my career" and 5 representing "is 

proud of m,y caroer." One hundred thirty-seven women (60.1%) selected 

in the two highest rating categories. With fever than 10% indicating 

spousal resentment (i.e., the lowest two categories), Romer's (1972) 

prediction appears to be supported. 

The respondents were then asked the ways in which their husbands 

were an asset to their careers. Table 18 indicates their &Dsvers. 

Moral support and encouragement was cited most frequently (138, 

or 60.~) by respondents as the way in Yhich their husbands have been 

assets to their careers. Helping with household tasks was the second 

most frequent choice (115, or 50.~). Lynch (1973) says that the 

equalitarian marriage is an ideal situation for the working woman. 

Over half of the women in the study shared household tasks and responsi

bilities with their husbands. 

The women were asked to indicate job-related problems in their 

marriages, as well as those areas that could be a problem (Table 19). 

In both the present job-related problems and the possible job-related 



Table 17. Present or past husbands' feelings about respondents C 

careers. 

Response N (183) Percentage 

Proud 5 99 43.4 ,. 3B 16.7 

3 31 13.6 
2 10 4.4 

Resent 1 9 3.9 
No Response 41 18.0 

Table 18. Ways in which respondents· present or past husbands have 
been assets to their careers. 

Response N (183) Percentage 

Moral Support and Encouragement 138 60.5 
Help with Childrgn 94 41.2 

Help with Household Tasks 115 50.4 
Expertise or Knowledge of Field 53 23.2 

Other 25 11.0 

Table 19. Problems and possible problems in rospondents' marriages. 

Possible Problem Problem 
Response D Ii n % 

Wife Makes More Money 34 14.9 22 9.6 
Wife Advances to Higher Position 35 15.4 31 13.6 
Husband Asked to Transfer 67 29.4 43 18.9 
Wife Asked to Transfer 72 31.6 55 24.1 

Others 7 3.1 11 4.8 
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problems, the highest percentages were for the category "wife asked to 

transfer." Fifty-five women (24.196) selected this option, and almost 

72 of theoe women (3l.~) b~lieve t~at their being asked to transfer 

eould be a problem. Additionally, 43 (18.9}6) believe that their hus

bands being asked to transfer would create problems. The logistical 

problems anticipated by a transfer for two employed spouses are obvious. 

Given the relative difficulty of duplicating a current administrative 

posi tion in a new conlmuni ty and the respondents' pattern of employment 

etability. a transfer could well precipitate a marital crisis. 

The achievement-oriented woman must accomplish much in a short 

amount of time if she has a career and a family. As Table 30 shows, 36 

women (15.~) have children in the birth to age 6 category. Forty

eight women (2l.0%) have children in the ages 6 to 12 category. Thus. 

84 women had children in age groups that some type of care or super

vision would typically be required until a parent returned home. 

Fifty-six women (24.~) have children in the ages 13 to 18 cate

gory and 55 women (24.1%) have children in the over-IR age category. 

It is interesting to note that respondents in the higher job titles 

(director to vice-president) had children in the 13 to 18 age category 

and their average age 'Was late 3Os, early 4Ocl. This would tend to 

indicate they married young and returned to the job market. 

Houaehold and Child Care Help 

One of the problems often cited by the woman administrator is 

the conflict she experiences running her home and her career. Lynch 

(1973) states that a woman (especially the 'Working wife and/or mother) 

usually has to do some "fancy balancing" of time, effort and talent in 



Table 20. Number of children ages birth to over 18. 

Birt: to 2 ~B. 6 to 12 lEs. 
Response n i 

One Child in this Category 33 14.5 37 16.2 

Tvo Children in this Category 3 1.3 8 3.5 
Three Children in this Category 0 3 1.3 

Four Children in this Category 0 0 

No Children in this Category 192 84.2 180 78.9 

Children in the Category 36 15.8 48 21.0 

1~ to 18 ~B. 
n i 

37 16.2 

17 7.5 
2 0.9 

0 

172 75.4 

54 24.6 

Over 18 
n 96 

19 8.3 
17 7.5 

11 4.8 

8 3.5 

173 75.9 

55 24.1 

0'\ ..... 
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order to keep the household running smoothly and still meet the demands 

of her career. Some household help is usually considered a necessity. 

However, the women in this study presented quite a different picture 

(Table 21). Of the 148 who responded, 11 of them (3l.l~) reported that 

they had no outside help for housekeeping or child care. The small 

percentage of child care could refiect the relative few children younger 

than 6 years old reported by respondents, just 0,8 the infrequency af 

full time housekeepers could be explained by the high cost of such ser

vice. Also many of the respondents indicated supportive husbands who 

were willing to help with household chores. However, this result is 

still surprising, as the Revenue Act of 1971 permits child-care tax 

deductions for working VOBen (Richardson, 1981), and women can deduct 

as expenses the hiring of individuals to do jobs that women would nor

mally be doing if ahe were DOt working. 

When asked whether a course in home management geared toward 

career women would be helpful, especially for women wanting to combine 

marriage, family, and career, over half of the total respondents 

(55.3%) replied "yes." Several respondents volunteered that men should 

be included in such a course, echoing the data regarding spousal assis

tance in housekeeping (see Table 18). The women who favored this 

course were asked when this preparation should occur. Table 22 indi

cated their response. 

Administrative Job Activities 

Table 23 lists in rank order the job activitios the respondents 

feel they are performing satisfactorily, followed by a corresponding 
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Table 21. Household and child care help. 

Response Total Number Percenta.ge 

Day Baby Sit tor 17 705 
Day Care Nursery 12 503 
Full Time Housekeeper (live in) 7 3.1 
Full Time Housekeeper (live out) 2 0.9 

Cleaning Woman 68 29.8 

None of the above 71 31.1 

No Response 80 35.1 

Table 22. Time for home/career management course. 

Response Total Number Percentage 

Now 11 4.8 

Earlier in Career 58 25.4 

In College 45 19.7 
No Response 114 50.0 



Table 23. Job activities. 

Satisfactorily Unsatisfactorill Not Performed 
Job Actirity n i"" n % n Ii 

1. Defining objectives 197 86.4 25 11.0 2 0.9 
2. Clarifying goals and 195 85.5 27 11.8 1 0.4 

objectives 

3. Participating in groups 193 84.6 22 9.6 5 2.2 
4. Communicating orally 193 84.6 26 11.4 1 0.4 
5. Making decisions 192 84.2 27 11.8 3 1.3 
6. Communicating through 191 83.8 31 13.6 1 0.4 

writing 

7. Designing programs from 190 83.5 12 5.3 19 8.3 
start to finish 

8. Preparing reports .190 83.3 21 9.2 7 3.1 
9. Communicating vi th 189 82.9 27 11.8 2 0.9 

subordinates 

10. Dealing vi th change 188 82.5 30 13.2 4 1.8 
11. Working out problems 186 81.6 30 13.2 4 1.8 

(problem solving) 

12. Communicating with superiors 186 81.6 35 15.4 1 0.4 
13. Leading groups 182 79.8 35 15.4 3 1.3 
14. Dealing with human 171 75.0 41 18.0 5 2.2 

relations problems 

15. Setting standards 169 74.1 43 18.9 10 4.4 

0\ 
.f:" 



Table 23 -- continued 

Satisfactorily Unsatisfactorily Hot Pe~formed 
Job Activity n % n % n % 

16. Hiring subordinates: 168 73.7 17 7.5 29 12.7 
Females 

17. Coordinating office 167 73.2 36 15.8 19 8.3 
activities 

18. Counseling subordinatea 163 71.5 29 12.7 25 11.0 

19. Hiring subordinates: Males 157 68.9 13 5.7 39 17.1 

20. Resolving confiict 156 68.4 59 25.9 7 3.1 

21. Supervising aubordinates 156 68.4 41 18.0 23 10.1 

22. Giving feedback on programs 152 66.7 62 27.2 7 3.1 

23. Simplifying work procedures 150 65.8 52 22.8 20 8.8 

24. Obtaining feedback on 149 65.4 66 28.9 7 3.1 
progrmns 

25. Delegating authority 114 63.2 52 22.8 24 10.5 

26. Preparing budgets 143 62.7 46 20.2 28 12.3 

27. Conducting employee 141 61.8 41 18.0 38 16.7 
appraisals 

28. Developing subordinates 140 61.4 50 21.9 24 10.5 
potential: Females 

29. Evaluating employees 140 61.4 42 18.4 37 16.2 

30. Motivating subordinates 139 61.0 59 25.9 21 9.2 

31. Designing jobs 132 57.9 25 11.0 60 26.3 

C7' 
\J1 



Table 23 -- continued 

Satisfactorill 
Job Activity n i 

32. Measuring effectiveness of 131 57.5 
programs 

33. Evaluating jobs 128 56.1 

34. Managing time vise1y 126 55.3 
35. Developing subordinates 117 5103 

potentials: MalES 

36. Analyzing costs 116 50.9 

37. Promoting Bubordinates 95 41.7 

38. Developing incentives and 83 36.4 
rewards 

39. Other areas 9 3.9 

Unsatisfactori1l 
n i 

76 33.' 

34 14.9 

88 38.6 

52 22.8 

60 26.3 

23 10.1 

60 26.3 

5 2.2 

Not Performed 
n i 

12 5.:; 

53 23.2 
:; I.:; 

39 17.1 

42 18.4 

9? 4205 

?l 31.1 

0 

0\ 
0\ 
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list of the job activities the respondents feel they are performing un

satisfactorily. and tinally a list of jobs they do not perform. 

Definitions of leadership are almost as numerous as the re

searchers engaged in its study. Leadership haa been defined as the 

process of influencing the activitios of an organized group toward goal 

setting and goal achievement (stogdill, 1950. p. 4). The respondents 

listed defining objec·ti ves and clarifying goals as number one and tvo 

in the job ~ctivities they do most satisfactorily. Stogdill's defini

tion would also encompass decision making, which appeared in fifth 

place, and leading groups, appearing in thirteenth place. 

In general, the jobs the respondents felt they did most satis

factorily seem to be stabilizing or maintaining the institutional 

organization, rather than actually initiating new structures or pro

cedures. The respondents indicated their strong points are communi

cating (orally, in writing, with subordinates and superiors), 

participating in groups, preparing reports, dealing with che.nge and 

de&ling with human relations problems. Block (1973) stated that the 

socialization process reinforces women in nurturant, supportive and 

conservative roles. It could be that these respondents are acting 

according to this expectation. An interview study by Hennig and Jardin 

(1977) agreed with Block's findings, and also observed that female 

managers were more passive. The vomen middle maDBgers studied by 

Bonfield (1976) emphasized their human relations skills, participative 

decision making and reluctance to assert themselves. The respondents 

in the present study'seem to reflect the same attributes. 
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Although there are contradictory findings, previous studies 

indicate that females excel in verbal skille, while men excel in quanti

tive and spatial skills like analyzing and problem-solTing (Maccoby and 

Jacklin 1974). These conclusions suggest that women excel at tasks 

requiring rote learning, while men excel at analytic problem-solving. 

Yet four recent reviews of this complex literature (Jacklin and Maccoby, 

1975; Lips, Myers and Covill, 1978; Maccoby and Jacklin, 1974; Parlee, 

1972) come to quite a different conclusion: there is no supportive 

evidence. The present study, in part, would support the studies of 

Jacklin and Maccoby (19'75), Lips, Myers and Covill (1978), and Parlee 

(19'72), as 81.6% of the respondents reported that they satisfactorily 

worked out problems (problem solving). Howe~er, this study did agree 

with the stereotype that women do not excel in quantitive skille, as 

only 50% of the respondents felt they adequately could analyze costs. 

Time management was the number one job activity that the respon

dents reported they da unsatisfactorily (38.6% designated this job 

acti~ity). The fact that 56.1% of the respondents are married (see 

Table 14), and 6l.~ of the respondents (see Table 20) indicated they 

had children under the age of 18 may be related to this time management 

problem. Women are still the main source of care for the home and 

children (Richardson, 1981). The more occupational success women 

attain, the more difficult it is for them to find time for home~oriented 

activities (Richardson, 1981). This difficulty of juggling home and 

career is apparent by the responses given in this study. 

The next areas the respondents most frequented reported that 

they performed unsatisfactorily vas measuring effecti~eness of programs 
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(33.~), and giving feedback on programs (27.2%), as well as obtaining 

feedback on programs (28.9%). Although 83.5% of the respondents felt 

they could design a progr~ from start to finish, it is obvious they 

felt uncomfortable in the evaluation component of the process. This 

result could possibly stem from the fact that adequate feedback in 

which to evaluate the programs is not obtained because of insufficient 

information about those programs. If respondents could understand what 

needs to be done to improve a program through proper communication 

(feedback), it would only stand to reason that better program evaluation 

would take place. 

When asked about promoting subordinates, 42.5% of the respon

dents replied that they did not perform this responsibility. This 

could indicate that they do not have the authority or that they do not 

'feel' they have the authority to promote subordinates. Among the re

spondents who said they did promote subordinates, 41% (95) said they 

felt they satisfactorily developed female subordinates' potential, 

whereas 10% fewer who said they satisfactorily developed male subor

dinates' potential. This could indicate that these respondents had 

fewer male than female subordinates or that they were inadequate in 

developing the male subordinates' potential. 

Another area similar to promotion is developing incentives and 

rewards. Fifty-seven perCent of the respondents indicated that they 

either did not perform or unsatisfactorily performed this job activity. 

Bass (1981) stated that people are accustOMed to seeing women in aux

iliary and service roles. Numerous surveys and observers' analyses 

substantiat that being a woman legitimizes the performance of a service 
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role as a nurse, secretary, or administrative assistant (as cited in 

Co1vi11, 1982). It would seem that this nurturing, hslpful role takes 

precedent over a strong administrative role that would require these 

job activities. 

The respondents indicate that some of the components necessary 

to effective administration are either not performed or performed un

satisfactorily. Job activities that coordinate the overall adminis

tration in the community college are satisfactorily performed, but the 

job activities that show leadership or power to create change are not 

performed or unsatisfactorily performed. 

Job Situations Peculiar to Women 

According to Pospisil (1974), women managers, in ~nera1, have 

the same job problems as men managers; however, they also have some 

unique problema because their positions have long been thou~ht of as 

jobs for men only. The women in this aurl'ey were asked about some of 

these gender specific problems. 

If a job requires travel, a question may often be raised whether 

or not this responsibility will be "appropriate" for a woman. DoBrin 

(1974) claims that some companies will not hire women for a job with a 

travel requirement because it might cause problema in their marriages, 

especially if travel with men is involl'ed. 

The respondents in this survey were first asked if they trav

eled on their jobso Table 24 indicates their answers. 

Traveling alone on the job seems to present little problem for 

these vomen as far as advancement is concerned. Two hundred thirteen 

women, or 93.~, indicate that this is not a problem. 
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Table 24. Number of women who travel on their jobs. 

Response Total Number Percentage 

Travel 171 75.0 
Do not Travel 55 24.1 

No Respone9 2 0.9 

The respondents were asked if they had ever lost a promotion 

because i t mean~ traveling with men. Traveling with men alao does not 

seem to represent a barrier to advancement for these women. Tvo hun

dred five women (89.~) claimed they had not lost a promotion for this 

reason. It has been a problem for only 3 (1.3%) of the owmen. 

Loring and Wells (1972) assert that women should be cor~idered 

for jobs initially and/or promoted based on their qualifications and 

should not be discriminated against because of "potential" problems at 

home. Colleges have not generally assumed responsibility for any mari

tal difficulties of their traveling male administrators, nor should 

they for their traveling female administrators~ From the resnonses of 

the vomen in this study, it appears that their employers agree with 

Loring and Wells (1972), and have hired the women for their qualifica

tions rather than cerning themselves with possible travel difficulties 

such as travel. It also appears that the respondents have been able to 

resolve any problems connected with their travel. 

Male attitudes toward women administrators are strongly in

fluenced by their basic attitudes toward women in general. Those men 

who vould never allow their wives to work, for example, ~r who are 

basically uncomf9rtable with women in any situation, are usually very 
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uncertain about how to treat a woman in "their world." Men who have 

been socially conditioned to believe that "woman's place is in the home" 

often find it especially difficult to adjust to a woman in their pre

viously all male activities, such as lunch gatherings (Lynch, 1973). 

The women in this study were asked if they were included in 

male lunch gatherings in their colleges. Their answers appear in Table 

25. Ninety-four women (4l.~) gave a definite "no" to this question; 

86 or 37.7% gave a derini te "yes" 9 while 46 or 20 .. 2% &n8wered "yes. 

sometimes." Therefore, over half (57.916) are included or sometimes in

cluded in lunch gatherings. As lunch gatherings might well include 

discussion about office information, inclusion can be an important part 

of' the informal network of information in an insti tutton, as well as an 

indicator of gen~ral acceptance. 

Because of their upbringing, men are often uncertain how to 

treat women as peer administrators. Traditional sex-role behavior often 

becomes operational as a matter of habit. "As long as we think of men 

and women in sex roles, the element of sexual dominance of men over 

women will distort peer relationships" (Lynch, 1973, p. 34). 

The respondents were asked whether or not they were treated as 

one of the college's administrators at these lunches, or if they were 

singled out and treated solely as a woman. Table 26 indicates their 

answers. Table 26 shovs that 143 of these vomen, or 62e?% feel that 

they are treated as a peer, as one of the colle~e's administrators. 

However, there is still evidence that not all women feel accepted as a 

professional and as a peer by colleagues. 
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Table 25. Number of women included in male lunch gatherings. 

Response Total Number Percentage 

Yes, Included 86 37.7 
Yes, Sometimes Included 46 20.2 

No, Not Included 94 41.2 

No Response 2 0.9 

Table 26. Type -of treatment res~ondents received at lunches with males. 

Response 

Treated as an Administrator 

Treated Solely as a Woman 

No Response 

Total Number 

143 

28 

57 

Percentage 

62.7 

12.3 

25.0 
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Again, if the sex-role behavior is in operation, paying the 

check at these lunch gatheringa can be an uncomfortable experience for 

both male and female administrators, as well as an indicator of atti

tudes toward the female as a colleague. The respondents "ere asked if 

paying the check posed any problems for them. As indicated in Table 27, 

31 "omen (13.6% of the 86 women included in lunch gatherings) felt un

comfortable when paying the check. Yet, 129 of the respondents found 

that paying the check at lunch was not a difficult situation. 

Epstein (1971) says that in many professions men choose to con

duct business in social situations, e.g., men's and university clubs, 

golf courses, card parties. O~stacles abound for females aspiring to 

participation in such actiTities. In many cases, however, men do not 

actually exclude women; the vomen themselves limit interaction (Epstein 

1971). Sometimes women do not want to be included, and in some cases, 

they just feel uncomfortable. 

The women in this study were asked whether or not they were in

cluded in male social events, other than lunch. If they were not 

included, they vere then asked if they wanted to be. Tables 28 and 29 

indicate their responses in these matters. 

Of the total respondents, 228 women (66.3%) were generally or 

sometimes included at all male social gatherings other than lunches. 

Of these "omen, only I (O.~) said that she did not "ant to be included. 

Epstein (1971) also claims that professional groups in informal 

networks have access to "office information" and to established or new 

knowledge of their professions. Without involvement in informal 
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Table 27. Number of women who feel paying the check at lunch is a 
difficult situation. 

ReC3ponse Total. Number Percenta~ 

Yes, It is III PJooblem 31 13.6 

No, It is Not III Problem 129 56.6 

No Response 68 29.8 

Table 28. Number of women included in social gatherings of their male 
collea~es other than at lunches. 

Response Total Number Percentage 

Yes, Included 51 22.4 

Yee, Sometimee Included 100 43.q 
No, Not Included 73 32.0 

No Response 4 1.8 

Table 29. Number of women not included in social p:atheringa of their 
male collea~uee other than lunches that would like to be 
included. 

Response Total Number 'Percentap;e 

Yes, Would Like to be Included 153 67.1 

Yee, Would Sometimes Like to be 
Included 62 27.2 

No, Would Not Like to be Included 1 0.4 

No Response 12 5.3 
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networks women have restricted access to this information (Table 30). 

This may or may not be a handicap in their work. The respondents were 

questioned about their access to office information. 

Table 30. Respondents' access to "office information." 

Response 

Have Access 

Do Not Have Acce~s 

No Response 

Total Number 

154 
62 

13 

Percentage 

67.1 
27.2 

Of the women questioned, 154 (67.1%) feel that they have as 

much access to office information as men do. The 62 women who said 

they do not have access to office information were asked if this is a 

problem for them. Forty-one of those women (6~) who do not have access 

to office information believe that this is a problem in their jobs. In 

thio regard, it SOOMS significant that 40% of the respondents are not 

included in lunch gatherings (see Table 28), and almost that many report 

lack of access to office information. Exclusion from informal avenues 

of participation might indicate remaining unease towards res~onds amon~ 

their male peers. 

Because some men find it difficult to relate to women on a peer 

basis, accepting ideas and contributions from them in meetings, can be 

difficult (DuBrin, 1974). Loring and Wells (1972, p. 134) agree: 

A male manager may gradually accept a woman's capabilities if 
she "proves" herself to him. This provinp; process haa an extra 
dimension for & woman compared to a man. A man pra.os his 
capabilities by performing required management functions, 
period. A woman must prove she has the same performance capa
bilities "in spite of being female." She IllUst prove that an 



"assumed" handicap does not apply to her--that the negative 
expectations of her (female do not apply to her personally. 
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One hundred forty-one of the respondente, or 61.8%, think that 

their ideas are utUized most or all of the time. When asked if their 

ideas vere utilized in their collegee in ~eneral, and if their ideas 

are utilized at conferences and meetingeJ external to their colleges, 

they ansvered as indicated on Table 31. 

Sixty-one percent of the respondents (141) feel that their ideas 

are utilized either most" of the time or all of the time in conferences 

and meetin~, 49.6% (113) report that their ideas are utilized at their 

college in general. This discrepancy seems inappropriate, however, 

since it would stand to reason that most persons' contributions would 

be utilized more often in their own colleges than at conferences and 

meetings held elsewhere. Further, it is quite unfortunate that over 

~ selected occasionally or never both in their college and at exter-

na1 meetings and conferences; thus indicating either a lack of authority 

or a disinclination of superiors to accept respondents' suggestions. 

A total of 159 women (69.~) said that their maximum capabi1i-

ties vere not being utilized on their jobs, and, of these, 101 women 

(44.3%) said they would like to do more (Table 32). A partial explana-

tion could be that the respondents are in mostly junior or preadminis-

trative positions, and have most of their careers ahead of them. 

Approximately 171 women, or 75.0% (see ~ppendix A), do not 

believe they have been discriminated a~inst by losing a promotion to 

a man. Harris (1974) described people in academic life as elitists, 

and then observed that there is an assumption that women are less 
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Table 31. utilization of respondents' ideas. 

At External Meetings 
and Conferences In Their Col1e~ 

Response n ~ n ~ 

Never 2 0.9 6 2.6 

Occasionally 64 28.1 79 34.6 
Most of the Ti~e 141 61.8 113 49.6 

AlwaY's 9 3.9 6 2.6 

No Response 12 5.3 24 10.5 

Table 32. Respondents' maximum capabilities utilized in their jobs. 

Response Total Number Percentage 

Yes 59 25.9 

No 25 11.0 

No, and I want to do more 101 44.3 

No, but lam satisfied 33 14.5 

No Response 10 4.4 



qualified for the higher ranks of the educational hierarchy. These 

women felt contrary to that position. When asked if they had ever 

turned down a promotion, only two said they felt inadequate. Only 18 

respondents reported turning down a promotion, ss shown in Table 33. 
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One reason was cited by all lR women who had turned down a pro

motion, that the work was not interesting or challenging to them. That 

might indicate the type of jobs offered some women as promotions are 

incommensurate with their training or experience. The other mose fre

quently mentioned reason for the turning down a promotion (i.e., several 

respondents reported more than one reason) was family responsibilities 

(2. %). In any event, there is little evidence that personal factors 

inhibit women who seek advancement. 

The women were asked whether or not their salaries were com

parable to men's salaries for the same job in their colleges. In Table 

34, 169 women (?4.1~) reported that their salaries are comparable to men 

performing the same work. This finding would substantiate Mason's 

(1983, p. 4) obse~vation that "as education attainment increases for 

vomen, the disparity between the median hourly rate decreases between 

men and vomen." Still, 45 vomen, or 19.7% agreed with the Labor Depart

ment statistics which indicated the avera~ woman vho works full-time, 

year-round, makes only 59% of the average man's earnings (Rytina, 1982, 

p. 19). This number is not inconsiderable, because, if true, each 

instance constitutes a violation of federal law. 

The women were also asked if, to their knowledge, they had ever 

held a job vithin th~ last five years where a man doing the same work 

was paid more. Table 35 indicates their replies. 



Table 33. Reasons for turning down promotion. 

Response Total Number 

Family Responsibilities 

Husband's Opinion 

Conflict with Husband's Job 

Feeling of Inadequacy 

Work not Challenging or Interesting 

6 

2 

1 

2 

18 

Percentage 

2.6 
0.9 
0.4 

Table 34. Respondents' salaries as compared with men's salaries for 
the same jobs in their colleges. 

Response Total Number Percentage 

Salaries comparable 169 74.1 
Salaries not comparable 45 19.7 
No Response 14 6.1 

Table 35. Men paid more than respondents for the same work within the 
last fi"e years. 

Response Total Number Percentage 

Men paid more 83 36.4 
Men not paid more 137 60.1 
No Response 8 3.5 
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Eighty-three women, or 36.4%. indicate that they have done the 

same work as a man for less pay. Comparing this result to Table 33, 

there is some indication that unequal pay is a diminishing practice. 

The respondents were asked if being a woman had an adverse 

effect on people outside thei; colleges with whom they had contact 

(Table 36). A slight majority of women (57.9%) believed that being a 

woman in their positions was not a handicap in relations with people 

outside the college. People usually expect to see a man in a managerial 

capacity (Gordon and Strober, 1975); however, when they see how well 

some women can perform in th~ same capacity, they may be willing to do 

business with them. Howe'ter, the fact that almost ~ of the respon

dents report some difficulty is a considerable indication that women as 

administrators still disorient some individuals. 

In the rush to put women in administrative positions because of 

legislative pressure, aome colleges have resorted to "tokenism." The 

women in this study were asked if they felt they were "token" women 

administrators in their colleges. As indicated in Table 37. a lar~e 

majority of these women (200 or 87.1%) do not feel they are in their 

positions due to tokenism; tokenism can be considered eliminated only 

when the number of female administrators (presently 18%, Miner, 1974) 

moves closer to the number of women (currently 40%, Boyle, 1973) in 

working force. 

Common stereotypic statements are often made about women as 

managers and their workin~ relations, such as: (1) most people do not 

like to work for women bosses (subordinates); (2) women are difficult 

to work with (peers); and <:~) women who have "made it" are reluctant to 



Table 36. Respondents' effect on people outside their college. 

Response Total Number 

Creates Adverse Effect 16 

Sometimes Creates an Adverse Effect 72 

Does Not Create an Adverse Effect 132 

No Response 8 

Table 37. Respondents' feelings about being a token voman. 

Response 

Yes. a Token Woman 

No, Not a Token Woman 

No Response 

Total Number 

18 
200 

10 

Percentage 

Percentage 

82 
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help other women on the way up (superiors). Men as well as women must 

earn the trust and respect of their subordinates and co-workers (Loring 

and Walls, 1912). It is always hard to counteract cultural biases, and 

because of traditional feelings about women, this task ia usually more 

difficult for the woman manager. "People with a very traditional view 

of male-versus-female work roles are those who feel the most uncomfor

table and complain the loudest about having to \fork for a woman" 

(DuBrin, 1974, p. 45). 

Relationships with superiors, p.specially top women executives, 

can also prevent difficulties for the rising woman manager. However, 

these top vomen managers are often referred to as "Queen Bees." They 

are the vomen who have already made it professionally in a male domi

nated environment and feel other vomen could too.if·they only tried 

harder. They do not feel that barriers exist for women if the ability 

is there (Crawford, 1977). 

When the respondents in this study were asked if they believe 

any resentment from subordinates, co-workers, and/or superiors, they 

responded as tabulated in Table 38. 

The highest single reported category of reported resentment 

(male co-vorkero at 22.~) still is less than one quarter of the sample. 

This result might reflect the rigors of competition for promotion. 

Usually if the colleges vhere the vomen vork indicate in e.ery possible 

vay that they support their vomen administrators, other vorkers vill 

support them too (Loring and Wells, 1972). Perhaps unsurprisingly, the 

largest aggregate categories indicating resentment (totalling the first 
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Table 38. Feelings of resentment from male and female subordinates, 
co-workers and superiors. 

Feel Sometimes Feel Do Not Feel 
Resentment Resentment Resentment 

From From Fl'om No Response 

Male Subordinates 15/6.6% 42/18.lt% l46/64.~ 25/11.~ 

Female 15/6.6% 49/21.~ 148/64.% 16/7.0% 
Subordinates 

Male Co-workers 9/3.~ 51/22.49& 154/67.~ 14/6.1% 
Female Co-workers 11/4.~ 40/17.% l63nl.~ 14/6.1% 

Male Superiors 21/9.2% 38/16.~ 155/68.~ 14/6.1% 
Female Superiors 6/2cfd, 22/9.fd, 160/70.2% 40/17.~ 



two columns) are subordinates, although male subordiDate~ 8l"e no more 

resentful than females. 
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Forty women did not respond to this question regarding resent

ment from female superiors, which may indicate, of course, that they do 

not have female superiors (and may explain the few reports of resentment 

by female superiors). However, 160 women (70.~), indicated that they 

do not feel resentment from their female superiors. This result might 

indicate that female superiors may be less threatened than males by 

female subordinates in administration positions. Although approximately 

the same number of wemen responded that they felt no resentment from 

male superiors, there were more women reporting such resentment (21) 

than respondents reporting resentment from female superiors (6). 

The women were asked if they were the brunt of sexist comments 

in their colleges (Table 39). "Soldom" or "never" was answered by 114 

WDme!1 (53.3%) of the women in this survey. No respondents. anevered 

"usually," but "sometimes" was aDevcred by 59 women (25.9%). Very few 

women (55) reported complete freedom from sexist comments. One can 

speCUlate that colleagues' sexist remarks are yet another indicator of 

conscious or unconscious discomfort of males with women acting as ad

ministrators. In any event, such remarks are a reality in the lives of 

virtually all these respondents. 

Self-perceptions 

O'Leary (1974) etates that a woman experiences "rol.e connict" 

when she has both ~he "masculine" attributes associated with probable 

success as a manager and the I!lScribed "femini.ne" attributes that make 
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Table 39. Respondents' feoling about being brunt of sexist comments. 

Response Total Number Percentap:e 

Usually 0 0.0 

Sometimes 100 43.9 

Seldom 59 25.9 

Never 55 24.1 

No Response 14 6.1 



", 
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her an attractive women, wife and mother. Maccoby (1963) says a woman 

in this situation pays a price in "anxiety." 

Statemente inquiring about this potential conflict vere directed 

to the women in this study. Using a Likert scale (Crawford, 1977), 

respondents were asked to indicate agreement or disagreement with a 

series of statements (5 indicated high agreement; 1 indicated low 

agreement). The questions were based on how they felt about themselves 

as women and administrators, focusing on respondents' images of self 

and possible tension caused by multiple roles (e.g., worker and mother). 

In analyzing these data, a response of either 4 or 5 vas accepted as 

substantial, strong agreement, and a response of 1 or 2 was character

ized as weak, insubstantial agreement. The middle response of 3 vas 

construed as ambivalence, indicative of neither strong agreement nor 

disagreement (Table 40). 

What typically results from a clash between traditional social

ization and women's aspirations for success is role conflict, a reason 

often advanced for the lack of women in top educational administrative 

positions. Truett (1979) researched the existence and types of role 

conflict exp~rienced by women in administration. She ~ostulated three 

types: personality conflict, when some aspects of an individual's per

sonality are in conflict with other aspects of the same personality; 

role~personality conflict, the belief that women Simply do not possess 

the necessary personality traits to perform the role expected of any 

administrator; and role-role conflict, based on the assumption that 

women simply cannot handle two or more roles simultaneously. 



Table 40. Agreement on statements. 

High Low 
5 ~ 

~ 
2 1 

"I feel that on my job •••• " n i n i n n i n i No Respons8 

1. I am a persuasive person 80 35.1 107 46.9 31 13.6 3 1.3 1 0.4 6 2.6 

2. I have low motivation 14 6.1 8 3.5 8 3.5 25 11.0 166 72.8 7 3.1 

3. I am competent 154 67.5 59 25.9 4 1.8 0 5 2.2 6 2.6 

4. I am an agressive person 37 16.2 80 35.1 69 30.3 24 10.5 9 3.9 9 3.9 

5. I do not like a great 
deal of pressure 7 3.1 38 16.7 73 32.0 66 28.9 38 16.7 6 2.6 

6. I am an emotional person 13 5.? 36 15.8 76 33.3 64 28.1 31 13.6 8 3.5 

7. I CaD work vi thout 
acceptance 16 7.0 53 23.2 91 39.9 43 18.9 18 7.9 7 3.1 

8. I find a high source of' 
self-esteem within myself 84 36.8 103 45.2 24 10.5 11 4.8 0 6 2. 

9. I am succeeafu1 118 51.8 83 36.4 17 7.5 1 0.4 1 0.4 8 3.5 

10. 1 do not feel confident 
of my abilities 7 3.1 19 8.3 10 4.4 44 19.3 141 61.8 7 3.1 

11. I have a good sense of 
humor 97 42.5 83 36.4 35 15.4 4 1.8 2 0.9 7 3.1 

12. I do not exhibit ary 5 2.2 23 10.1 56 24.6 67 29.4 64 28.1 13 5.7 
feminine qualities 

13. I want to stay right where 
I am in this college. I 
do not want a promotion 5 2.2 7 3.1 16 7.0. 21 9.2 172 75.4 7 3.1 

14. I am not a competitive 
person 9 3.9 18 7.9 25 11.0 51 22.4 114 50.0 11 4.8 00 

00 



Table 40 -- continued 

. High Low 
5 4 ~ 2 1 

n i n i n % n i n i No Response 

15. Being single is an asset 18 1.9 39 11.1 59 25.9 30 13.2 49 21.5 33 14.5 
16. I am not really achieve-

ment oriented 2 0.9 1 0.4 5 2.2 30 13.2 181 19.4 9 3.9 

I feel that in S!neral 

I. I am a dependent person 8 3.5 1 ,.1 24 10.5 61 26.8 121 53.1 7 3.1 

2. I am a feminine person 61 26.8 81 38.2 61 26.8 6 2.6 5 2.2 8 3.5 

3. I feel I gust forego my 
femininity to advance 
in my job 3 1.3 11 4.8 29 12.1 60 26.3 119 52.2 6 2.6 

4. I feel I do not have a 
good background for By job 3 1.3 11 4.8 13 5.1 34 14.9 159 69.1 8 3.5 

5.' I tee1 resentment trom BY 
non-working female friends 6 2.6 11 4.8 31 13.6 42 18.4 128 56.1 10 4.4 

6. Most of my close friends 
are career women 100 43.9 63 21.6 30 13.2 10 4.4 16 1.0 9 3.9 

1. As a child, I was con-
sidered a tomboy 42 18.4 31 16.2 33 14.5 18 1.9 91 39.9 ? 3.1 

8 .. As a child, I closely 
identified with the role 
of my mother 23 10.1 44 19.3 59 25.9 42 18.4 52 22.8 8 3.5 

9 .. As a child, I closely 
identified with the role 
of my father 25 11.0 45 19.1 55 24.1 31 16.2 55 24.1 11 4.8 

00 
\l) 



Table 40 -- continued 

High Low 
5 4 3 2 1 

n i n i n i n i n i No Respone9 

10. I feel that bsing sexually 
available is an asset for 
a woman to get ahead 0 0 0 0 11 4.8 14 6.1 194 85.1 9 3.9 

11. My parente were more 
interested in my marrying 
than my having a career 30 13.2 25 11.0 46 20.2 32 14.0 84 36.8 11 4.8 

As a wifelmother. 0 • • 

1. I feel I am a successful 
vife 67 29.4 58 24.4 38 16.7 10 4.4 2 0.9 53 23.2 

2. My husband's career comes 
first. 14 6.1 23 10.1 35 15.4 36 15.8 66 28.9 54 23.7 

3. M,. sexual life with I1I1 
husband suffers because 
of my career 7 3.1 25 11.0. 25 11.0 32 14.0 84 36.8 55 24.1 

4. 1 would not accept a pro-
motion if I then made more 
money than my husband did 3 1.3 1 0.4 1 0.4 15 6.6 153 67.1 55 24.1 

5. 1 would not accept a pro-
motion if 1 then had a 
highor position than my 
husband did 2 0.9 3 1.3 2 0.9 15 6.6 151 66.2 55 24.1 

6. 1 experience the demands of 
role conflict between wife 
and career woman 41 18.0 50 21.9 31 13.6 2? 11.8 25 11.0 54 23.7 

.'8 



Table 40 -- continued 

High Low 
5 4 i 2 1 

i i i i -n n n n D No Responsa 

7. My career enhances my 
role at home as III vife 43 18.9 60 26.3 42 18.4 16 1.0 12 5.' 55 24.1 

8. I feel I am successful if 
I 811 a good vi fe and do 81 

so-so job at \fork 4 1.8 8 3.5 34 14.9 125 54.8 57 25.0 

9. I feel I am successful if 
I do a good job at vork 
and do a so-so job as a 
wife 6 2.6 23 10.1 30 13.2 32 14.0 81 3S.C; 56 24.6 

10. I feel I am III successful 58/ 32/ 
mother 57 25.0 57 25.0 18 7.9 3 1.3 3 1.3 25.4 14.0 

11. I would accept a position 19/ 
if it meant moving 59 2C;.9 42 18.4 49 21.5 28 12.3 31 13.6 R.3 

12. I experience the demands 67/ 27/ 
of role conflict 40 17.5 44 19 .. 3 20 8.8 15 6.6 15 6.6 29.4 11.8 

13. My career enhances my 69/ 28/ 
ro1a at home 8S a mother 34 14.9 59 25.9 23 10.1 14 6.1 1 0.4 30.3 12.3 

14. I am happier because of 25/ 1/ 
fl1 career 147 64.5 47 20.6 7 3.1 1 0.4 11.0 0.4 

15. I feel I am successful 
if I u a good mother and 72/ 
do a so-so job at work 1 0.4 7 3.1 17 7.5 .27 11.3 77 33.8 31.6 

16. I reel I am successful ir 
I do a good job at vork 72/ 27/ 
and a so-so job as mother 2 0.9 2 0.9 16 7.0 24 10.5 85 37.3 31.6 11.8 ~. 
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However, Truett's description of women's personality conflicts 

must be Tiewed in the context of studies demonstrating that women can 

successfully integrate femininity with high achievement, in the business 

world (Hennig and Jardin, 1917), and in educational administration 

(Pfiffner, 1912. Sixty-four percent of· the respondents (148) in the 

present study described themselves as feminine, and only 6% believed 

that they had to forego their feminity to advance in thair careers. 

Further, only ~ of the respondents reported high agreement vith a 

statement that they inhibit their feminine qualities on their job. 

When asked if they vere considered a t.l)l!!boy when groving up, ~ indi

cated low agreement (although there vas, in fact, a split in responses, 

as 34% indicating high agreement, either 4 or 5, vith this statement). 

These respondents seem to see themselves as feminine, and report little 

conflict between that personality characteristic and their job require

ments. Further, respondents also largely appropriated "male" character

istics, such as competitiveness, independence, high motivation. Thus, 

they saw no inherent conflict between these two categories of person-

ality characteristics. 

Role-personality conflict causes difficulty for vomen particu

larly in relation to the fit between others' concepts of a particular 

woman and thp. common identification of administrative behaviors as 

exclusively male. Ninety percent of the respondents reported low 

agreement vith characterization as a dependent person, and 15% responded 

similarly to the term emotional. Of course, these are two personality 

aspects historically associated vith women. Lynch (1973), in a survey 

of 94 vomen executives, explored the attitudes of vomen toward several 
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myths. In responding to the myth that women cry too much, the replies 

indicated that the women executives believed that emotionalism is no 

more prevalent in women than in men.. The current study reports 83% of 

the respondents described themselves as competitive, and 81.~ said 

that they vere aggresoive; tvo traits that Broverman (as cited in 

Richardson, 1981) found to be masculine and socially desirable. The 

respondents also indicated that they vere persu~sive (82.~ indicated 

high agreement and only 2~ agreed that they did not enjoy a great deal 

of pressure. However, while 40% were ambivalent (indicated by a 3 on 

the Likert scale) about whether or not they could work without accep

tance, 8~ reported finding sources of high self-esteem "within myself." 

Achievement motivation and aspiration levels has received con

siderable attention in the literature. Sutherland's (1978) study of 

1000 Canadian students clearly concluded that men aspire higher than 

women for reasons centering around "personality" and "resource" factors. 

The former include women's higher anxiety levels, negative self-image, 

and tendency to self-abnegation. Hoffman (1973) also described women 

as more dependent than men, and as lacking in self-confidence, attribu

ting these results to socialization. 

The respondents in this study showed high aspiration levela. 

When asked if they were achievement-oriented, 92.6% indicated strong 

agreement, and 84~~ indicated they wanted a promotion. The respondents 

also reported that they felt confident (81.1%), motivated (83.8%), and 

competent (93.~). These results would tend to conflict with both 

earlier studies. Interestingly, respondents did not similarly accept 

the label of being aggreszive on the job, as l~ indicated lov agreement 
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and ~ indicated ambivalence (a 3 response) tovards that characteriza

tion. Apparently, that diseriptor is not uniformly accepted as a 

positive quality, as contrasted with being persuasive, motivated and 

confident. On the other hand, over 7~ of respondents reported low 

agreement (either 2 or 1) with the etatement: "I am not a competitive 

person." One can speculate, after the fact, that respondents might 

have accepted the term "assertive,O' if exchanged for "aggressive." The 

latter term apparently creates Bome ambivalent or negative responses, 

whereas the former has been associated with a common self-improvement 

program ("assertiveness trainin~"). 

Truett (1979) concludes that the third potential area of COD

flict, role-role is not a major problem for women administrators for a 

variety of reasons, perhaps because they are not mar?ied, or consider 

marriage an advantage, and because they typically enter administration 

at a later age when their children are self-sufficient. Role overload 

is sometimes used to describe this conflict, because a woman may have 

to play four roles at once: occupational, spousal, maternal, and 

household-managerial. In general, the respondents feel successful as 

wives and mothers, but 36.8% indicated that they do feel role conflict. 

Approximately ~ indicated clear agreement with the statement (with 

very few indicating disagreement) that they were successful wives. No 

respondent felt" successful when she was a good wife but did a so-so job 

at work, and only 2% stated that they were successful if they did a 

good job at work and a 80-S0 job as a vife. Thus, respondents clearly 

expect successful performance frum themselves in both roles. Only 12 

women (5.~) thought that their career did not enhance their role at 
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home, and seven (3.1%) strongly agreed that their sex life with their 

husband suffered because of their career. 

These respondents also indicated that they would accept a pro-

motion, even if they would make more money than their spouse, and would 

accept a hi~er position than their spouse (virtually all who responded 

agreed strongly). These results would correspond with Truett's find-

ings that although the respondents may feel role conflict, it is not 

an inhibiting factor for them as wives. 

Further, 114 of the 138 respondents who indicated they had 

children felt they were successful mothers. Only eight agreed they 

were successful if they were a good mother and did a so-so, job at work. 

Similarly, only four agreed that they felt successful if they did a good 

job at work and a so-so job as a mother. This result might indicate 

that being successful in their career is almost as important as being 

auccessful as a mother. The smaller percentage accepting doing better 

at work than as a mother might account for the fact that 15 respondents 

felt that their career did not enhance their role as mother. ~at 

might indicate some of the traditional values of motherhood held by 

these respondents, and that a greater amount of role conflict is 

present. 

Beyond the issue of role conflict, respondents answered various 

other inquiries. They r~ported identifying with both their mothers and 

fathers as children, a8 approximately ~ of the sampl£ reported strong 

identification with their father and a similar percentage identifica-

tion with their mother. Oddly, the sample also reported that neither 

-their mother or'father was the most important influence on their 



careers (see Table 12). However, half indicated by low agreement with 

the statement that their parents were more interested in them marrying 

than having a career. This re~ult could mean that their parents en

couraged their career development, or at least did not push them toward· 

the more traditional role for women, being a wife. 

These women believe that sexually availability is not an asset 

to succeeding (no respondent indicated high agreement with such a 

statement). Sexual liaisons within the same organization, while not 

unknown, s~ill tend to be sanctioned. Most authors (Josefowitz, 1980; 

Harragan, 1977; Hennig and Jardin, 1977) agree that this is a greater 

problem for women, and one that is harmful to their careers. r.owever, 

results were more mixed on the advantages of being single, as one-fourth 

of the respondents felt strongly that vas an asset. The phenome~on of 

role overload for marrieds and/or mothers might account for that percep

tion. 

In conclusion, the proportional representation of women in 

administrative positions in commUnity colleges is substantially greater 

today than it was ten years ago (Hemming, 1981). This sample of ~olll8.n 

administrators is younger, better educated, have fewer children, and 

are climbing the administrative ladder faster than their counterparts, 

studied by Pfiffner in 1971. They are upwardly aspiring despite their 

perceptions of having experienced discrimination, perhaps because they 

feel positive about having overcome it. ~~ey are comfortable with 

communicative skills more highly than any other career characteristic 

for success, and advocate hard work and preparation. These vomen are 

seeking advancement and feel confident, motivated and competent that 
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they vill move up the career ladder. They believe that success in their 

personal lives is as important as success in their profeBsional lives. 

Supportive spouses and career friends offer a conducive atmosphere that 

helps balance this role conflict. Finally, these women are in control 

of their lives end feel they are the main influence in vhat happens in 

their careers. This portrait is more optimistic, perhaps, then prior 

research might predict. The phenomenon or Bubstantial role conflict 

is not particularly evident among this sample. 



CHAPTER 5 

SUMMARY 9 CONCLUSIONS, AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

Summarl 

The purpose of this research has been to investigate the current 

situation of selected women in administrative positions in community 

colleges. This study proposed: (1) to deTelop a profile of selected 

women in community college administration positions in the United States 

community colleges to identify the kind of women who aspire to and 

succeed in community college administration; (2) to determine areas in 

which these selected women feel they need more training in order to 

advance or maintain a position in community college administration; (3) 

to examine the problems and rewards that these selected women find in 

their careers in community college administration; and (4) to determine 

how these selected women feel about themselves as women and administra-

tors. 

Chapter 1 posed the background, statement of the problem, and 

its signific~ce. 

Chapter 2 comprised a review of research in four closely-related 

areas. These four areas are the general profile of women business 

executives or educational administrators, and of male educational admin

istrators; the areas in which they feel they need more training to ad

vance or maintain a position in community college administration; the 

pI·oblems and rewards they find in their careers; and a determination of 

98 
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how they feel about themselves as vomen and administrators and the role 

conflicts they experience. 

In Chapter 3. the procedures tor data collection were described, 

the study populations defined, the sourcea and development of the ques

tionnaire documented9 and the data analyses end reporting processes 

detailed. Two hundred tventy-eight women, allot whom participated in 

the post secondary ''Leadors of the Eighties" grant, answered the ques

tionnaire. 

Chapter 4 reported the results of data analyses in the four 

major areas covered by the questionnaire. 

1. General Background: The respondents answered general questions 

on (a) their job and college, (b) their educational background, (c) 

their age, (d) their family background, (e) their marital status, (f) 

the vocation of their husbands, (g) their children, and (h) their 

household and child care help. 

2. Job Activities: Thirty-eight (38) specific job activities were 

listed and the respondents were given the following options: (a) do 

not do in job, (b) do in job, but not satisfactorily, and (c) do satis

factorily in job. 

3. Job Situations Peculiar to Women: The respondents answered 

questions about situations in their work environment peculiar to women. 

4. Self-Perceptions: The respondents answered questions on how 

they felt about themselves as women and administrators. 

Conclusions 

From the data gathered and analyzed in this stud1., the follow

ing conclusions may be drawn. 
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General Profile 

The ·first research question· asked, vhat vas the general profile 

of these vomen in community college a~inistration? Previous research 

(Hemming, 1981; Pfiffner, 1971) had usually focused on vomen a~inis

trators holding the position of first level administrators, such as 

dean or associate dean. The most common job title of these respondents 

is director, a midmanagement administrative position that controls an 

academic program. Twenty-five percent of the vomen fell into this 

category. Relatively fev vomen held positions of substantially college

vide control. In part, that can be exnlained by the fact that 'the 

population vere participants in a developmental program. Alternatively, 

this distribution can be a manifestation of the recent and incomplete 

ascendance of women to higher education administrative positions. 

Hennig's (1971) study reported that many top women business 

executives entered their companies as secretaries. However, only 15 

reapondants, in the current study, began at the staff level. Faculty 

positions are cited most often by respondents as their preadministrative 

position. Almost half started vith their colleges in some faculty re

lated position. Now v perhaps, vomen could enter administration directly, 

because of the proliferation of non-faculty or non-academic administra

tive positions in college administration. The position of faculty 

member, nonetheless, cannot be overlooked as a logical path to ~~ini6-

trative positions in an academic institution, and for higher level 

positions, it may be a necessary precursor. 

Indeed, many respondents'switch from faculty to administrative 

positions reflect a change of vocational direction, rather than the 
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logical progression of career development. One hundred fifty-four said 

their plans to bec~me an administrator began while they were working. 

Only nine of the women claimed that their plan~ to become administrators 

began in graduate school. Several comments indicated that becoming an 

administrator happened because of conducive circumstances at their 

college. 

The modal age of the women in this study is 36, which is some

what younger than might have been expected, because other studies 

(Walsh, 1975; Shakeshaft, 1979) have indicated the modal age of female 

managers as 40 years old. It must be remembered that most of these 

women are relatively junior administrators. Prior research haa tended 

to look primarily at the small population of senior women administrators 

and executives. 

Hennig (1971) found that women business executives rarely 

changed companies. It seems that women in educational administration 

may also stay with the same institution for a period of years. Sixty

seven percent of the respondents have been with their colleges from one 

to 10 years. Of course, these respondents' current administrative 

positions were not usually an entry level position, and therefore, un

less hired for this position, respond6nts will have been with their 

institution for some time. Only ten women have been with their colleges 

for less than one year. It would appear that the majority of their 

colleges promote from within, because three-fourths of the women Y~re 

not hired for their present positions. 

One area of profile inquiry has generally been women executives' 

or administrators' family background. A large number of these 
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respondents had fathers whose principal occupation involved some pro

fessional capacity, and 83 of the fathers (36.lf96) had some managerial 

responsibility. Schein (1972) and Hennig (1971) claim that women in 

management usually have fathers in the management area, and vere greatly 

influenced by his example. This study does provide some support for 

that claim. However, in the Hennig study (1971), the women designated 

their fathers as having the most influence on their careers. Respon

dents in this study did not list their fathers until fnurth in in

fluencing their careers, listing careers as themselves first, instruc

tors second, and mothers third. This result could indicate that these 

women are more self-reliant than the women in Hennig's study, or that 

women in business have been more influenced by their fathers than women 

in higher education, which is explicable as few respondents report 

their fathers were academics or educational administrators. Thus, 

unlike many women business managers, they are not following directly 

their fathers' vocational paths. 

Fifty-two percent of the respondents' mothers worked while they 

vere growing up and probably served as positive role models by success

fully combining two roles -- home and an outside job. In studies done 

by Hull (1982) and Hennig (1971) the successful female manager's mother 

had not worked outside the home. As most of these respondents were 

growing up during the 19508 (given the mean age of 36), the fact that 

over half came from homes with working mothers is significant. 

Forty-three percent of the fathers and 40% of the mothers had 

from some college to professional degrees in their educational back

ground, thus supporting Loring and Wells' (1972) conclusion that 
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career-oriented vomen have educated parents. It is interesting to note 

that while the mothers and fathers had generally comparable educations, 

36o~ of the fathers held jobs that vere professional with managerial 

responaibility, while only 8.3% of the mothers held such positions. 

Thus, respondents have generally exceeded the vocational reach of their 

mothers. 

Fifty-six percent of the women vere married, and 25% are single 

after a divorce. This figure is not surprising, because in Hemming's 

(1981) study of 97 women administrators in California community col

leges 44% vere married and 2~ vere also divorced. Further, this 

married-to-divorced ratio is not as high as to the national divorce 

rate of 66.~ (Information Please Almanac. 1980, p. 766). This dis

criptency could understate the number of divorces as some of the women 

have remarried, and the questionnaire did not solicit that information. 

In any case, prior research (March, 1978; Hemming, 1981) tends to indi

cate educational administrators are more conservative than the general 

population, and this study's results appear consonant with that con

clusiono 

When asked how their husbands (past or present) feel about 

thei~ careers, 43.~ of the married respondents (99) said that their 

husbands were proud of their careers. Previous research has suggested 

that career women generally seek husbands with strong self-images who 

are not threatened by their wives' success. One hundred thirty-ei¢ht 

respondents described the moral support and encouragement shown by 

their husbands as an important asset to their careers. Seventy-one 

respondents also reported that they had no child care or household help, 
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possibly because their marriages are more egalitarian. Fifty percent 

reported that husbands are help with household chareSt and 40% reported 

that their husbands helped with the children. Epstein's (1983) study 

of female lawyers concluded that what seems most important to working 

vomen is not that their husbands actually share housework and child 

care, but that they approve of the wife's dedication to work and help 

to plan and achieve it. 

When asked about job-related problems in their marriages, "vife 

being asked to transfer" vas cited most often, folloved by "husband 

being asked to transfer." Although the percentage difference is small 

(7.~), this differential might imply that a few respondents still hold 

traditional values of being more supportive to their husbands. Only 6% 

of the respondents indicated substantial agreement with the proposition 

that their husband's job was more important than their own. It is logi

cal, of course, that moving would be a problem, as it vould be diffi

cult to duplicate employment for both vife and husband in a new 

community. 

Despite a possible indication by some respondents of a subor

dinate attitude about their vocation, in the main, the data were strongly 

indicative of respondents' dedication to their own careers as comparably 

important as that of their husbands. Only ~ of the respondents said if 

they made more money than their husbands it would be a problem, and 

l3.~ said if they advanced to a higher position that would be a prob

lem. Respondents indicated strongly that they wanted to advance in 

their careers, and sought promotion. Further, ~ of the respondents 

said the~ would accept a position if it meant moving, 67.1% said they 
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would accept a promotion if it meant they made more money than their 

husbands; and 66o~ said they would accept a promotion if it gave them 

a higher position than their husbands (see Table 40). 

Many reasons could be present for women turning down promotions, 

but the major one for the women in this study vas lack of challenge in 

the new position. All of the women who turned down a promotion (18) did 

so, at least in part, because the offered job was not challenging. Six 

women additionally cited family responsibilities as the reason for not 

wanting the promotion, and only 2 women cited their husband's adverse 

opinion. Epstein (1983) stated that women professionals tended to be 

married to men who understood the demands of the job. because they had 

similar situations in their own professions. Because only tvo women 

reported their husband's adverse opinion had deterred them from taking 

a promotion, Epstein's assumption seems to be supported. 

Gordon and Strober (1975) stated that having children at home 

need not be a deterrent to a career for wOlllen. "As successful systems 

of child care are developed. more and more young women will be able to 

consider paid work as a permanent feature of their adult lives. These 

~omen will then be able to make more realistic capital investment in 

themselves" (Gordon and Strober 1975, p. 95). In any case. child

bearing continues to be a problem for working mothers. 

One hundred seventy women (76.9%) in this study have children. 

The average number of children per woman is one and most children 

(24.~) are in the age 13 to 18 age bracket. Thus. few of these women 

have pre-school children. Since the modal age for the respondents was 

36. it would seem reasonable to assume that they had their children at 
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a young age. These women tend to have smaller families, and thus more 

time for their careers. 

Job Activities 

To answer the research question "In what areas do these 

selected women feel competent and incompetent in administration?" It 

was necessary to determine whether respondents felt more training was 

necessary for them to advance or maintain their positions in community 

college administration. Eighty-eight respondents indicated that managing 

time wisely was a number one concern. One respondent commented that 

there was not enough time to effectively complete all that needed to be 

cone and some programs suffered. These women indicated an interest in 

participating in a time management course or workshop. Because women 

are still the main source of care for the home and children (Richardson 

1981), this need could be related to not having sufficient time to com

plete all projects effectively. 

Measuring program effectiveness and obtaining and getting pro

gram feedback were also strong concerns. Further, these women said that 

in their current positions they did not develop rewards or incentives, 

design or evaluate jobs. Bass (1981) stated that people are accustomed 

to seeing women in auxiliary and service roles. It would seem that 

developing rewards or incentives, evaluating and supervising personnel, 

designing or evaluating jobs, are responsibilities implying both leader

ship and power. These respondents have indicated that they feel un 

comfortable doing the jobs requiring these qualities, if they even have 

the opportunity. Interestingly the same report. is made by respondents 

who are in first level administrative positions (president, vice 
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president and dean). This response is more startlin~ as these positions 

characteristically carry and require authority, and involve axercise of 

power. Apparently, unease with these responsibilities is a consistent 

problem for women in all levels of administration. 

Another area the respondents felt they performed unsatisfac

torily was in promoting subordinates. This response could be that they 

do not have subordinates, do not have the authority, or do not feel 

they have the authority, to promote subordinates. One reason women 

believe they perform unsatisfactorily in supervising subordinates is 

lack of familiarity with supervision. 

The respondents describe that their strong points are communi

cating (orally, in writing, with subordinates and superiors) and re

lating to others. These skills are efficacious"in fulfilling adminis

trative roles, but they are also characteristic of stereotypic female 

roles. They are coordinating or facilitative skills, rather than 

initiating or structuring skills. As such, the response may a~ain re

sult from the middle range administrative positions most respondents 

fill, and the relatively short time may have been administrators. Yet, 

the data are unvaried for the small group of first level administrators 

in the sample (29 at the level of dean or higher). These women also 

report infrequent role models and mentors in their careers. Reasons 

for this situation vary, but this study indicates that the job activi

ties that show administrative leadership or power in the community 

college are either not performed or performed uncomfortably. 
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Job Situations Peculiar to Women 

The third research question was '~at are the job-related prob

lems and rewards particular to women in community college administra

tion?" 

Approximately 171 women (75%) do not believe they have been 

discriminated against by losing a job to a man. Thus, in most colleges 

women administrators believe that t~eir opportunities for promotion 

have not been adversely affected by their gender. This outsome might 

have been predicted. In Hemming's (1981) study respondents were asked 

if affirmative action hiring practices were helping women; 4~ answered 

positively, 2~ answered negatively and 17% were neutral. 

Three-fourths of the respondents believe that they receive the 

same salaries as the men in their colleges who are doing the same work. 

However, 45 respondents said that they have done the same work as men 

in their colleges, but have received less pay. These facts could indi

cate that colleges are becoming increasingly meticulous in complying 

with federal laws requiring equal pay. However, it is still distressing 

that one-fourth of the respondents believe themselves still victims of 

salary discriminati(m. 

The women feel that being assimilated into previously all-male 

work situations is a prOblem. Over half of the women said that they 

were not included or only sometimes included by male peers in lunch 

gatherings. However, the respondents indicated. that they are treated 

as one of the college's administrators and are not singled out and 

treated solely as a woman. Some of these women have apparently earned 

or "proved" their competence as an administrator in the college and are 
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treated as just that. This would seem to indicate that equal treatment 

of colleagues exist in their community colleges, but conversely, 173 

women said that they were only sometimes included or excluded in other 

male social gatherings. Of these 173 women. 51 of them also said that 

they would like to be included at least sometimes. Apparently some 

barriers to women administrators still exist in the informal structure 

still present in many coll~~s. 

While the majority of the respondents feel that they have as 

much access to "office information" as the men do, 62 women said that 

they did not, and of these, 41 said that this created a job problem for 

them. Thus, "office information," sometimes essential to effective 

administration, is still unavailable for a sizeable number of vomen 

administratol"s. 

Nine percent of the respondents (21) indicated feeling resent

ment from their male superiors and ~ (6) from their f~male superiors. 

This diff~rence might result from the lack of female superiors, or it 

could support research that vomen are now not working with other women 

(Hemming, 1981). These women did indicate that 7CJ1, of their closest 

friends vere other career women, which could be another support struc

ture. These facts could also negate the "Queen Bee" theory, and indi

cate that women at higher levels are willing to support one another. 

The majority of the respondents (57.~) feel that being a woman 

does not have an adverse effect on people outside their colleges. Al

though people usually expect to Bee a man in a managerial capacity 

(Gordon and strober, 1975), when they Bee that women can perform in the 

same capacity, most are willing to do business with them. Of course, 
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the other way of viewing this datum is that over 40% of the respondents 

experience job difficulties as a result of gendp.r. 

Two hundred of the respondents do not describe themselves as a 

"token" "oman in their colleges. This statement, in addition to others 

in this study, would seem to indicate that theee women were most likely 

hirea o~ promoted for their skills or potential. Overall, less than 

l~ of the women claim they feel any resentment from subordinates, co-

workers, or superiors, whether they are male or female. It appears 

that a·.healthy atmosphere exists for wODlen administrators in this area. 

There was almost a 50-50 breakdown among respondents on the 

issue of whether they were the brunt to sexist comments. Fifty percent 

said they never or seldom were the brunt of sexist comments. It can be 

speculated that sexist remarks are another indicator of conscious or 

unconscious discomfort of males with women acting as administrators. 

From the results of this study, it is clear that the inequities the 

respondents encounter, and report, are not much different from what 

happens to women in business and industry (Crawford, 1977). Generally, 

there is not overt institutional discrimination. However, neither is 

there an indication that respondents fe?l accepted as a peer and free 

of differential treatment on gender grounds. 

How Women Feel About Themselves as 
Administrators and as Women 

The folloving descriptive profiles are derived fro~ the data 

gathered from the Self-Perceptions section of the questionnaire, in-

tended to answer the question "How do these selected women feel about 

themselves as administrators and what role conflict might they experience?' 
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. Their confidence and self-esteem does not seem to be eroded by 

any formal or informal obstacles based on gender. Because of their 

socialization, women characterized as more dependent than men, as lack

ing self-confidence and underrating themselves (Hoffman, 1973), but the 

respondents in this study see themselves as persuasive, highly moti

vated, competent, and aggressive persons, which would confound Hoffman's 

conclusion&. They feel successful in their jobs and find a high source 

of self-esteem within themselves. They are confident of their abilities, 

have a good sense of humor t are competi ti ve and able to work under 

pressure. The respondents feel they are independent, achievement

oriented, and definitely looking for promotions within their college. 

They prefer to know that their work is accepted and want to be recog

nized for it. Given the fact that 7~ have received at least one pro

motion and many have moved up to administration from other jobs, the 

respondents' employers may concur with these positive self-assessments. 

From the review of the literature, the managerial model is 

associated with stereotypically male characteristics. Cecil, Oline and 

Paul (1973) describe the male manager as a persuasive individual, a 

person with exceptional motivation, aggressive and capable of withstand

ing a great deal of pressure. Rosen and Jerdee (1974) refer to the 

manager as an "achievement-oriented" male. In studies done by Schein 

(1972), only males were perceived as aggressive and independent. These 

traits are apparently synonymous with a successful administrator, but 

society attributes them solely to the male. Women who possess these 

characteristics most certainly can function as successful administra

tors just as well as men (Broverman, 1970). The respondents in this 
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characteristics, but this self-assessment must be viewed against the 

frequent statements of discomfort at certain endemic administrative 

functions. 
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Various types of role conflict have often been discovered in 

research on vomen executives and administrators (Shakeshaft, 1979). 

Femininity is an area of inner conflict for many vomen. These vomen 

report both the attributes necessary to operate as a successful adminis

trator, and that they retain femininity. According to the respondents 

in this study, they do not feel they have to forego their femininity to 

advance in their jobs. 

Another possible conflict for many career women is reconciling 

the demands and expectations of "home" roles (spouse and mother) with 

their vocational role. As previously discussed (see PagellO), in 

general, the respondents feel successful in accommodating the dual role 

of administrator and spouse. Although there was an uneven response to 

the question whether being single was an asset (see Table 40), with a 

significant positive reply, the married respondents, on the whole, 

described their marriages and spouses as asse~~ to their careers. 

Also, a majority of the resnondents believe their careers enhance their 

role as wife. 

However, as success to these vomen means doing a good job both 

at home and at work, the majority of respondents still report experi

encing role conflict. Given their predisposition for time management 

training, some of the role conflict may be accumulated time demands, 

&specially for respondents who are both spouse and mother. OVerall, 
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one hundred forty-seven (64.~) said they are happier be~ause of their 

careers. 

In conclusion, this national sample of women either in educa

tional administration or slated for administration represent a new 

generation of female educational administrators. Many have been hired 

since the advent of affirmative action policies an~ antidiscrimination 

laws went into effect. Theae women, women in most professions, have 

made progress in the last decade. Unquestionably, there are many 

reasons for this pro~ess, including the existence of affirmative acticn 

legislation, the resurgence of the women's movement, and growing aware

ness levels on the part of women, both collectively and individually, 

of their own potential, capabilities and aspirations. If the progress 

for vomen in educational administration is to continue, they must look 

first to themselves, through their influence, determination, and compe

tency. This study has shown that these selected vomen are very tradi

tional and conventional in both their personal and professional lives, 

and, apart from the unique aspects of gender-related experiences, this 

group of female educational administrators seem quite comparable to the 

descriptions developed of male administrators (MRrch, 1978). 

Recommendations for Additional Research 

Additional research in the following areas could add some very 

meaningful findings about women in administration and those aspiring to 

administrative positiona. 

1. This study dealt specifically with vomen in administrative posi

tionBo A study dealing with men in administration positions would seem 
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appropriate and relevant. It could be instructive to gather the same 

background information on these men, ascertain now they rate themselves 

on the same administrative job activities and how they feel &bout them

selves as men. It would be interesting to ascertain if their functional 

~bilities and their behavioral anproaches differ significantly from 

those of women as revealed in this study. 

2. A study dealing specifically with first-level women administra

tors would also be in order. By studying these women and asking the 

same questions asked of the second level administrators' differences in 

functional abilities and behavioral aspects might be noted. Such a 

study could provide the basis for training programs for first-level 

administrators. 

3. Because many women in this study entered the ranks of adminis

tration through faculty positions, a comparative study dealing speci

fically with faculty might be appropriate. Again through this research 

it might be learned just what gaps appear in background job competen

cies, and self-perceptions between faculty, first-level administrators 

and those that are successful in top administration. 



APPENDIX A 

WOMEN IN COMMUNITY COLLEGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
POSITIONS QUESTIONNAIRE 

C£NERAL BACXCItOIlND: 

I. What la JOur job title at th1a tiae? 

2. Approdutely, how ... ny p<-op1e work at your college? _____________ _ 

3. How 114n1 years have JOu been with thla colll'gc7 under _0 over I to S 
__ onr S to 10 __ over II! to 15 __ over 15.-

4. Were JOu hlro:d for JOur current padUon! ----YO- __ no. 

If DO, vere JOU proaotO!d to thiD poeition7 __ ,ee __ DO. 

lf proaoted, vbat .... your job title vben hired? ______________ _ 

If proaoted, bow 118ny job. dld ,."U have with thh college before you vere proaoted 
to thh one7 __ 

If proaoted, did JOU get additioMl educaUon to obtain thh job? ~a __ no. 
lf ,ea, whAt kind __ how auch7 ______________ _ 

S. Within the paat five yenrs, to JOur knowledge, have you 10 at a promotlon to 
a un when you vere both equally qualified7 -.:lee __ no. 

6. Rave JOu ever turr.ed down a prOllOUon7 ----yoa __ 110. 

If ye., check all the following reasons that apply: 
family reaponaibliltlea husband's opinion confl1ct with hUlband'. job 
feeling of lnadequacy other _____ --:l'=-~-~:=------------

(epocHy) 

7. What 1s your pre.ent 1ncone? $10-14,999 $15-19,999 $20-29,999 
__ ~Uo-39,999 __ $40,000 iir'iiore. -- --

S. 1. ~ur •• lary coaparable to a .an'a .alary for the aame job ln your 
college7 __ ,ea __ no. 

9. Within the paat five yeara, to your ltnowledlJe, have you held. job vbere a un 
dolna the a.e type of work vaa pald 80re than you were! .--Ju __ no. 

10. OIeclt.!!! educaUonal 1nela that apply to you: 

col1ele Ir&duate 
Haater'a 1n progre.a 

Ka'ter', 
Doctorate ln progre" 

Doctorate 
profeaalonal Degree (J.D. H.D.) 

II. tour prel"nt 11411 : ___ ,..an 

ttajor fleld; ____________ _ 
Hajor Ueld:-.. ___________ _ 

Hajor field;-___________ _ 
ttajor fleldo _____________ _ 

Hajor Ueld::-__________ _ 
Hajor fleld, ____________ _ 

12. When did JOur pl,n. to becQDe a college adainlatrator begln? h:Ch achool 
__ college __ 1n Ind Ichnol __ vb1le wrktna __ other -- _~'"""" ___ _ 

(apecHy) 
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13. \lbot w. your fathtor'. principal occupation wllll.! you were «",wing up? 
unskilled akilled profes.fonoJl without Banagerlal rcaponatbl U tiee 

=:profnl1on'il"Vt th un,.gerlal reaponalbiUtles. 

14. Olea. all lne" thAt spply tu your father'. educ: .. Uonal attlllllltcnl: 
liia; tlum hlgh school ~rad".te = hl&h .chool graduate 

bulllnen school 
- "ocatton.l Ichool 
-- SOlID college 
---- college graduate = Kaater's degree 

Doctorate 
Profel.ional Degree (J.D. K.D.) 

""jar CIIphull'-___________ _ 
Kajar caphA.lI'-____________ _ 

Kajar fteld:..-_____________ _ 
Whllt field'-_____________ _ 

What field 
Kajor Uel'":d--------------

IS. Va. JOur aother es'!loyed while you \/lire growilll: up? ~e. __ no. 
If yee, vhat va. her principal occupation during theBe YCllrs? 

unckl11ed .killed profe •• lonal without .. nagerlal re.ponsibllities 
profenlonal-vrtl. _nagerial re.pondbUit1ea. 

16. Oleck all that apply to 70ur 80ther'a education attainment: 
le.ilthan high achool graduate 

17. 

18. 

u. 

hilh .chool graduate 

budne ... chool 
---"ocational Ichool 
---aOllC college 
---college graduate 

Kaster's degree 

Doctorate 
Profe •• ional Degree (J.D. K.D.) 

Major eaphaata 
Kajar CIIIphuh. _______ . _______ _ 

Ma~or fleld, _______________ __ 
What field'-_________ . ______ _ 

What field 
Kajor Uel'-:d---------------

Who BOst influenced JOur career choice? father BOther inltructor other~~~~ 
- - - - (apecUy) 

I\ow aany brothera and ahtera do you have?===.-___ , __________ _ 
ROIl IIDn)' are older? younger? 

(brothere) (sisters) ~(~b~ro~t~h~e~r~s~)~(;ls:tors) 
What 1. JOur .. rital .tatua? never .. rried Barried .eperated 

divorced widowed. -- ----
Unenr .. Fled, go on to question 20. 

If _rried or previoualy aarried, what la (vaa) your hUlbln~'a job title? 

Vbat ia (we.) bla incomel $10-14,999 $1~19,999 $20-29,999 $30-39,999 
,40,000 or above. -- --. -- --

CSitick all levela that apply to hla educational attalnaent: 
le.iithan high achool gradu.te 
h1&h .chool graduate 

bualnen .chaol 
---"ocatlonal Ichool 
---_ college 
---college graduate 
_ Kaeter'e degree 

Doctorate 
-rroCeellonal Degree (J.D. K.D.) 

Kajor _phae" 
Major eDpha.l.:---------------

r.ajor fteld, _______________ _ 
What fleld~ ______________ _ 

Wh.t field 
Kajor ftel:.,d----------------

On a number acale, bow would ~u rste hln feellnge about JOur c.reer: 
Chcle one: proud S 4 3 2 ~~ 
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20. \/bleh ot the tol10111ng job-rolate<l'itt'IUI Sa (vao) 01' could 1M.- • problN 
in )'Our IUrriallu? 

It JUu .. de! GOro! IIOIIOY than )'Our hu"hllnd did __ "rob lea ___ could .... 
If )IOU odv:mr ... 1 h. II hl"her pool lion thllll hh "rnblC!11 could be 
If he tronufurred to anoth .. r locotlon --·-prublem -----could hu 
11 )'Ou tunderred to anuth"r locotion -- ·problf'll --could he 
Othur probiCII ---could he ------{'i!"'cCfY,-----------
__ lone of tbelO oro (were) a prublem in my mArriaRe. 

21. In what vaya 1. (vas) h~ cn·.asct to )'Our career? 
through IIOral aupport/e ncoungCllClnt 

-help vi th the children 
--belp vith houschold task a 
---exp~rtl.e and/or knowledge of your field 
-other ______ ~. 

(apecu"Yf 

22. Row .. ny children do )'Ou have In theae ege groups? 

Cbcclr .!!!. that apply. 

__ 0-5 __ 6-12 __ 13-18 __ over 18 __ oot appUcoble 

23. Wbat type of help do )'Ou have for )'Our children and houDekeeplng! 
day baby altter day care center or DUI'Dory Dchool for children 

---full-tlao hou.ckeeper (live-in) full-tioe houaekeeper (11ge out) 
-cleaning waun (occal1onally) _none of tbe above. 

24. Do you fed that a coursl! ln horae unagCllent geared tOllard career vo_n vould 
be helpful, eapecially for wa~n wanting to coablne IUrrioge, faally and 
career! ypa no. 
If yeo, VDU1<l it-';';-helpful to )'Ou (check one) OOW, at thio Dtage 
1n )'Our career __ better earlier in your career in college. 

JOB ACTIYl TIES: 

ror the follOWing job activities, place check .ark. 10 

1. Defiolng objective. 
2. Clarifying gOllla , objectives 
3. Deaignlng programs from atart to 

Hnhh 

4. Setting atandarda 
5. "-aaurlng effectivene.a of progr~8 
6. Working out problema (problem 

oolviog) 

7. Obtftinlng feedback on prosrams 
8. Civlng fe!edbatk on prograas 
9. Dealins vith chance 

10. Makins deci.iona 
11. le.olvlng conflict 
12. Participating 1n groupo 

13. Leading £roup. 
14. Coamunlc~ting vith auperiors 
15. Co-=unicating vith .ubordlnatea 

Do not do 
10 job 

the appropriate apace. 
Do 1n jo\l, Do uUo-
but not really factorl1y 
•• UafaccorUy 10 job 
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16. Coaaunlcatlng orally 
17. Coaaunicatlng thrnur.h wrltlng 
18. Coordlnntlng otUce actlvltln 
19. Siaplifylng work procedurea 

20. Hiring Dubordlnat •• : 
tfale. 
remain 

21. Developing aubordlnatea potenttal: 
tfaln 
, ... le. 

22. Proaoting aubordinate. 
23. Hotlvating .ubordinDtes 
24. Supervising Dubordinates 

25. Deve~oping incentlvea , rewarda 
%6. Delegating authority 
27. Counaeling aubordinatea 

28. DeaHng vith hUMn relationa pro
blema 

29. Conducting empl~ee apprai.al~ 
30. Evaluating earloyees 

31. Designing jobs 
32. Evaluating job. 
33. Anal,zing coats 

34. Preparing budge t 8 

35. Preparing reportl 
36. Kanaging tille viaely 

37. Other area.: 

JOB SlTU\TIONS PEQJI.1AR TO '«lHEN: . 

Do nnt do 
in Job 

Do tn Job, 
but nol reoally 
uUafactorlly 

I. Do)'Ou travel on your j ob'l yes no. 
Bave )'Ou eve;, to )'Our knowledge, b~pasled up for a promotion becouAe 
it Deant traveling alone? --.J.e. __ no. Becaule it .. ant travcUnll 
vith IIII!n? -.Jes __ no. 

2. Do)'Ou feel )'Ou are included tn luncheon gatherios. with your asle 
colleagun1 __ ,e. __ no __ yea, aoaetiae~ 

If ,ea, are )'OU usually treated aD "one of the college'a adminiatrators 
or are )'Ou Dingled out a. a VOllan at the gather..n~ and treated accore-
lnal,? uDually treated alone of the administrators 

u.ua~.ingled out .1 a vollan and treated accordingly 
'iii1t uncomfortable if )'Ou offer to pay the check? ~. __ n? 

3. Do)'Ou feel )'OU are included in other 80cial gatherincs of your male 
colleaguea? ,eo no aometlae. 
11 no, WDuld-YOu uie'to iiCincluded? __ yea __ no __ 80taetillea 

Do IIDt1l
factorny 
in job 
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4. Do JOu feel JOu haye ae much accela to -office information- aa the DOn 
ln JOur office? ,ea no. 
U no, 111 thie a jir'OtilClll i'i\Y'Our job? __ ,e8 __ no. 

5. Do JOu feel t'~t JOur 1de~a are ut111zed 1n DCetingK/conferencea? 
n~Qr oecaa10nally Doat of the tlae alwa,s. 

In JOur collrege in general? --n-aver occaa10nally aost of 
t!wl Ue __ alwaya. -- -- --

6. Do JOu feel your aaxlaua cap.b11itlea are being utilized In JOur job? 
)'fIa no no, and I wuld like to do DOre than I a. DOW doing 

._no, but 1 .. 'iiiti'lfled with vIuIt k a. now doing. 

7. Do JOu feel that ~elng a waan ha. an adverse effect on JOur relationships 
with people JOu deal with outlide your college, i.e. private lector; people 
on JOur _nag_nt level, belOll and above? ~a __ no __ a_eUlles. 

8. Ilo JOu fael JOU are the -token- Wlllln In your department? ---.:fC1 __ no 

9. Do JOu feel ra.ented b,: 

KAle .ubordinatea 
r ... le .ubordinatea 
KAle co-wrlten 

Paule co-worlters 
Hale auperiors 
r=le luperiorD 

__ ",a __ no aOlMwIt.t 
__ )'fIa __ no --'OII~whllt 

~a __ no -aOllOwhat 

~a __ no GOIIewh3t 
__ ",a __ no --aoaewhllt 
~I __ no -aOlllewhat 

10. Do JOU find JOu are the brunt of ,exiat c_nta? __ uaually __ aeldolll 
__ aoaetiaes __ never. 

SELl PERCEPTlOHS: 

late the degree of your agreesent to each of the following atatementa froa 5, 
bigh agreement, to i, low agre~nt. For example. If you highly agree with 
the atatement, CIRCLE nuaber 5. If you do not agree, CIRCLe 1. Your feel-
lngl bet'~en 5, high agreement, and I, low agreement, would be rated 4, 3, or 

1 reEL tllAT ON MY JOB: High 

I. 1 aD I pa~auallve peraon 5 4 3 2 
2. 1 have 1011 DOtlvatlon 5 4 3 2 
3. 1_ cOllpeteDt 5 4 3 2 

4. I_ an ~rel.lve peraon 5 4 3 2 
5. 1 do not like a great deal of prenure 5 4 3 2 
6. I_ an emotional peraon 5 4 3 2 

7. 1 e~n work without acceptance 5 4 3 2 
8. 1 find a high louree of .elf-.lte~ 

vithin 1I)'self 5 4 3 2 
9. I _ .uccenful 5 4 3 2 

10. I do not feel confident of .y abilitie. 5 4 3 2 
II. 1 have a good acnae of humor 5 4 l 2 
12. 1 do Dot exhibit .y feminine ~ualitlel 5 4 3 2 

13. I Yint to 't3~ rllht where 1 as In this co ege. 1 no ~nL a prollOt on 5 4 3 2 

14. 1 as not a cospetitive perlon 5 4 3 2 

15. Being slnle il an a.let 5 4 3 2 

16. 1 .. not really achiev~nt oriented 5 4 3 2 

2. 

Low 
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1 a. a depend~nt persun 
1 a •• featnin~ p~r.un 

I. 
2. 
3. I feel 1 lINn forel~u III)' fmi nintt)' to advance in II}' Job 

5 4 
5 4 
5 4 

3 2 
3 2 
3 2 

4. 
s. 
6. 

I feel 1 do not have a good backGround for B)' job 
1 feel reaentaont (rOD B)' nun-workinc feaale frienda 
Holt of D)' clole frlenda ara career wIDen 

7. AD. Child, I val considered a -toebay-
8. AD. child, I closely identified vith the role of 

., aother 
9. AD n child, I clotel), identifiad vith the role of 

1111 father 

10. I feel thet belng aexuall, a"al1abla i. an •• ,et for a 
valllln to get ahead 

11. H)' parente wera aore intareeted ln ., marrying than II}' 
baviag a career 

If never .. rrled, go to questlon 10 belovo 

If urr1ed, begin vith qUClltlon 1 below. 

5 4 
5 4 
5 4 

3 2 
3 2 
3 2 

5 4· 3 2 

5 4 3 2 

5 4 3 2 

5 4 3 2 

5 4 3 2 

If pr.vloully .. rried, but not now .arried, anawer for the ti~e 
th6;t yoU wo.!!...!!!!.!!.~ if pursuing" career Dt thDt tilllt'. 

I. I feel tAlI •• ucce&lful vUe 
2. Hy hUKband'ft c~r.cr CODeI firlt 
3. H, sexual 11fe vlth By hu.band luffer. blcauDe of ay 

carlcr 

4. I wuld not accept a pr~tlon lf I then ude DOre 
Done), than D, hUlband did 

5. I would not accept Q promotion if I then had a highar 
pOlition than a)' hUlhand did 

6. I axperience the demands of role conflict between vife 
and career woman 

7. H, career Inhancel ay rol8 at home al a vife 
8. I feel 1 a. lucce •• ful if 1 .. a load vife and do a 

ao-.o Job at worle. 

9. 1 fe~l I 8M lucce •• ful if 1 do a lood job at vark and 
do a 10-10 job .. vi fc 

10. 1 lael I .. a auccealful DOther 

11. 1 would accept a poaltinn if it Dellnt aovlng 

IUgh 

5 4 3 2 
5 4 3 2 

5 4 3 2 

5 4 3 2 

5 4 3 2 

5 4 3 2 
5 4 3 2 

5 4 3 2 

5 4 3 2 
5 4 3 2 

5 4 3 2 .I 
12. I experience the deaanda of role conflict between 

_ther and clreer WOJaoln 5 4 3 2 NA 

13. HJ career enhance. ay role .t home a. a Dother 
14. 1 .. happier becau.e of By career 

15. 1 feel 1 .. auccel.ful if 1 a. a ,ood got her and do a 
eO-Io job at work 

16. I feel I ••• ucce.sful If 1 do a lood job at vark and 
do a a~lo job a. a DOthcr 

5 4 3 2 N.\ 
5 4 3 2 

5 4 3 2 

5 4 3 2 
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